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Introduction
25 years ago, I walked to the South Bank base of Queensland Theatre Company to 
hear the first reading of a play I’d written for them. It seemed magical — not because 
I had written it and it was coming to life (though that was magical) but because the 
medium seemed magical, moment-by-moment transformative — as if the very air 
could be changed into something else. Theatre — an alchemical process.

As I walked, the trees looked different, peoples’ faces looked different, and I 
realised my mind was already moving into the play but not only the ideas in 
the play — the idea of a play, itself. I was glimpsing a version of the world that 
was built on narrative. A version of the world that had a broader context, that 
regarded the long-gone past as last night’s meal and the future as, literally, the 
unknown outcome of those steps I was taking to the reading.

I think that is the extraordinary privilege — and gift — of creating something. 
You are afforded glimpses of other futures if you are prepared to see, futures 
in the making. It can’t last — of course, it can’t. The inhabitants of those other 
histories are simply too different — and I don’t just mean of a different gender, 
race, ethnicity or religion, though those differences do build, day-to-day, into 
‘that life’, that irreplaceable, unrepeatable, unmatchable life that has to be put on 
the stage in this story … 

No — to truly inhabit another’s skin, to see with their eyes, to fear, and love, and 
hate, as them — it can’t last and it shouldn’t. But even the briefest touch allows 
you access to things you never dreamed. It’s shocking, that other skin — the 
spine-tingling, mind-blowing clarity of ‘other eyes’ for five, six seconds … You 
mightn’t like the feeling, but you’re there. And the whole point of all of the effort 
by everyone involved in production, creatives, crew, performers, company, is to 
offer that to the audience.

For me, in this age of ‘loathing tribalism’, this is the most precious gift you can 
offer in a work.

Composing Venus is the story of my mother’s family. The sisters were three girls 
growing up in Charter’s Towers from the 1920’s to, finally, the 1950’s when, in 
the midst of the Cold War, Sputnik flew across the Southern skies and forever 
changed our perception of the world, the solar system, and human ambition. 
It would seem a pretty innocuous story, wouldn’t it? Not something to create 
controversy. But a reviewer for an orthodox, religious paper complained that their 
father (who left the family twice) was portrayed as a layabout loser (he wasn’t) 
whereas one of my aunts told me after she had seen the show that I was ‘too soft’ 
on her father …
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To try to see — even for a moment — through another’s eyes …

People imagine nothing happens outside of capital cities; people imagine the 
past is a known quantity — what people don’t see is the subterranean lives of our 
ancestors … which tie us to them, completely.

David Berthold, the play’s first director, described the play as … ”(l)ike White 
and Hewitt … manag(ing) to transform the great Australian ordinariness into 
something poetic and even epic.”

I hope so — but I never saw what was common as ordinary in that sense, as 
the opposite of grand or epic. For me, ordinary is full of size and challenge. 
The repetition of bills paid and ‘peaces’ kept, the smallness of the physical and 
social universe we all navigate and long to break on a daily basis — our worlds 
are made of unwavering, ongoing questions and answers, I think. And our great 
narratives happen when we are faced with answers that don’t fit. Macbeth’s 
inability to pursue ambition honourably, Blanche’s inability to let go the grand 
Southern belle and Stanley’s inability to disconnect his uber-male from that 
threat, John Proctor’s mumbling silence in answer to Elizabeth’s cold rage …

Then we are forced to ask other questions and find other answers. And therein 
perhaps … another’s eyes.

Composing Venus was a fairy-tale for me, as a writer: my first full-length play, 
picked up for professional production. (Life got tougher, later.) And I want to thank 
and acknowledge everyone who supported, believed in, and developed the play:

David Berthold — it simply would not have happened without you.
Chris Johnson — you programmed a work by a first-timer — on instinct and guts.
David Letch — you pursued the story every second of every minute of every day.
Dale Ferguson and David Walters — your designs were exquisite and brought 
the world of the play to a life I could not have imagined.
Donald Hall — thank you for so beautifully scoring my poor lyrics - and thank 
you for bringing in composers’ birthday cakes, hundreds of years after the fact! 
A huge thank-you to the original cast: Vanessa Downing, Veronica Neave, Sheree 
Vickers, Jane Harders, Elaine Cusick, Errol O’Neill, Caroline Kennison, Andrew 
Buchanan, Kevin Hide and Margi Brown Ash — and Sam, the cockatoo, who 
really started to learn everyone’s lines by the end of the run and created serious 
tension on stage amongst the cast — who would get that line out first …
And a huge thanks to the people who helped develop it: Jennifer Flowers, Kaye 
Stevenson, Sue Dwyer, Christen O’Leary, Julie Shearer, Paul Bishop, Eugene 
Gilfedder, Siobhan Lawless.
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And finally — thanks to John and Polly Teasdale, Bob Marks, Mr and Mrs Howie, 
Margaret Morrison, the wonderful women of the Zara Clark Museum, Ron 
Sparrow and The Northern Miner for permission to use the story of Jack Delaney, 
and the enduring people of a magical town — the Towers.

Whilst its large cast make the play financially difficult for professional companies, 
it has been steadily performed over the last 20 years by schools and amateur 
companies, so it is wonderful to see the play back in print in Playlab’s New 
Vintage edition.

Elaine Acworth,
Brisbane, September 2018
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Foreword
Hearing the Sound of the Southern Sky 
David Berthold

I first came across the work of Elaine Acworth one morning in April 1991 when 
a script of a short play called Torched passed my desk at the Queensland Theatre 
Company. The writer had grown up in Brisbane, but had been living in London 
for several years where the play had been recently been given a fringe production. 
A quick flick through the text alerted me to a playwright blessed with special 
gifts. The writing was steely and highly charged, messy and sometimes obtuse, but 
always demanding of attention. 

Torched was not right for QTC at that time. But that was irrelevant. Elaine 
was to be in Brisbane briefly, so I arrange a meeting and was pleased to find 
a personable, passionate and intelligent woman who was keen to return to 
Australia and write. Elaine returned to London but the faxes flowed. We tossed 
around some ideas for a new play, finally agreeing on the idea that was to 
become Composing Venus, and I set about applying to the Australia Council for 
support for a commission. They said yes, the commission was made and Elaine 
returned o Australia to commence writing. 

By October 1992 a first draft was ready. So I drew some regular QTC actors 
together (including David Letch who later worked closely with Elaine and me on 
shaping and editing the text) and we spent a few days exploring possibilities. And 
what a myriad of possibilities: rarely a page would go by without some startling 
metaphor or dramatic moment presenting itself. Yes, the play was very unfocused, 
sometimes even theatrically naïve, but here was a voice to reckon with. 

And so it went. The play was included in QTC’s 1994 subscription season, 
was blessed with a beautiful and revelatory design by Dale Ferguson and 
some fine acting, met with sometimes bewildered, sometimes mesmerised 
Brisbane audiences and now finds publication. Almost four years after Elaine 
and I agreed to run with the idea, which became the play, I sit down to write 
an introduction. 

On re-reading the play I am freshly struck by its linguistic riches and theatrical 
audaciousness. Here is a play which lives in the territory charted by Patrick 
White and Dorothy Hewett, yet very much occupies its own patch of land. 
Like White and Hewett, Acworth manages to transform the great Australian 
ordinariness into something poetic and even epic. The writing is at once both 
earthy and flighty, brash and lyrical, and it creates a kind of surreal music which 
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sustains the play’s more bizarre theatrical moments: the CWTU women being 
pulled from the mine, Maeve riding a giant Sputnik and holding a huge letter, 
characters from the past ascending from a reopened air-raid shelter. The play 
is neither The Season at Sarsaparilla nor The Man From Mukinupin, but it has 
spiritual connections with both. 

Jim Sharman tells the story of Patrick White being challenged by a director over a 
line of suspect dialogue. ‘People don’t speak like that,’ claimed the director. ‘They 
do now,’ assured the playwright. I can hear Elaine saying much the same thing. For 
her, reality is not that which is obvious, but that which is re-imagined. 

For me, the play challenges us to confront the past, to accept the mutability of 
the present, and to courageously make the leap into the future. It takes place on 
one great day of threshold in 1957. It is the day on which Sputnik, the world’s 
first artificial earth satellite and a symbol of the possibilities of the future, is due 
to be first seen over the northern Queensland town of Charters Towers, the 
most famous of gold boom towns, the one they called ‘ The World’. It is also the 
day during which most of the characters will have to deal with significant and 
sometimes painful change. 

Lots of things happen on this day. It is as if Sputnik has been the catalyst for a 
host of transformations: it has moved the line of the horizon. Maeve, the great 
matriarch of the family, demobilised by a stroke, has mysteriously disappeared. 
Clivvy, taking the signal, decides to leave for music study in Paris. Biddy 
menstruates for the first time, suspecting Sputnik’s commie death-rays. Patrick, 
absent from his family for fifteen years, returns to perhaps make amends. Bea’s 
cherished Cockie, a childhood gift from her father, flies away and batters itself to 
death in one of Maeve’s old mines. Siobhan tries desperately to cope with it all, 
and finally succeeds. By the end of the day Maeve is dead, Bea is released from 
bitterness and Clivvy is free to move on. All end the day not as they began it. 

Through all this, the play is rightly Clivvy’s. She battles with the past, with her 
memory and with her sense of obligation. She is thirty-seven years old — time 
and time again she has been denied her leaving. At nineteen, sponsored by the 
town to go overseas to study piano, the war intervenes. In 1942, her mother 
becomes pregnant again and Clivvy is forced to remain at home to care for the 
family in the absence of her father. In 1945, her grandmother has her stroke and 
once again circumstances act to squeeze the life out of her.

But Clivvy is resilient and an artist and she will not let the past or obligation trip 
her up or strangle her. As she says to Bea, ‘obligation’ll bludgeon you to death’ 
— if you let it. And so she revisits the past to defeat her doubts. She recalls 
those first memories as a five-year old when she learned independence from her 
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grandmother and was given her piano. Her recollection of 1934, when her piano 
lessons are taken from her, almost defeats her, but her memory of 1942, when 
she first named herself as a composer, gives her new strength. As she says to 
Val (one of several exotic outside influences in the play) circumstance squeezed 
her so pitilessly that it pushed her to a place she’d never been. The music ‘came 
out of the underbrush’ and demanded to be named. She learned to listen in the 
Towers, she says, ‘because this place speaks so loud’. The stamp of the Venus 
Battery crushing the gold from its ore and all the varied sounds of the place 
taught her to hear and to compose. Advantage was wrung from adversity. 

Her strength seems inherited from Maeve and it is no accident that Clivvy’s 
journey towards a new life parallels Maeve’s towards a new death. Both reach a 
kind of departure just as Sputnik passes overhead with its blessing. I think this 
sense of inheritance from generation to generation is important in the play. 
But what is most interesting is how generations are skipped. Siobhan seems 
embarrassed by her mother’s ‘ riotous, unnatural’ behaviour, the same behaviour 
that her daughter finds so attractive. She cannot cope with the social costs of 
adventure and independence — all she wants is for things to be ‘nice’. There is 
a similar structure in the Clare family. Clivvy, the eldest sister, is able to pass 
on Maeve’s legacy to Biddy, but Bea, the middle sister, seems unable to truly 
understand the value of rebellion. She closes down emotionally, due largely to a 
painful experience with her father, and finds it difficult to break the cycle. 

The idea reminds me of two other recent Australian plays: Hannie Rayson’s 
Hotel Sorrento and Karin Mainwaring’s The Rain Dancers. In The Rain Dancers 
three generations of women live in the outback. Returning to their world after 
fifteen years’ absence comes Dan, son, husband and father to the three women. 
This return is the catalyst for violent change. In Hotel Sorrento, three separated 
sisters are reunited in their family home in the sleepy Victorian seaside town of 
Sorrento — one has come from New York, another from London while the third 
has always remained at home. The catalyst for an examination of the past is once 
again an absent male — this time the long dead husband of one of the sisters 
who had an affair with one of the others. The sisters’ father dies at the close 
of the first act, and his absence hangs over the second. In Composing Venus, 
there are three generations of women, as well as three sisters, and once again 
an absent male is a dominant presence. The example of Henry Lawson’s The 
Drover’s Wife has, it seems, continued potency. 

I think these links are fascinating. It is as if these three women playwrights sense 
a kind of absence, perhaps inherent in the landscape, but strongly suggested 
by the absent male, which somehow needs to be filled. Perhaps the plays point 
to a way in which we deal with the great Australian vastness — we strive for 
presence by reaching out as far as we can over time, generations and space. 
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Composing Venus continues to provoke these questions in me eighteen months 
after the first production. And I think these questions are sharper in this 
published slightly reworked version of the play. Two changes from the play seen 
in Brisbane are worth noting. Elaine has taken Maeve out of the 1957 scenes and 
confined her to the memory scenes (except, of course, for her final moment of 
farewell). I think this makes the transitions between time periods less confusing 
and hands the play firmly over to Clivvy. And she has totally rewritten the first 
act composition episode, making it more about Clivvy’s family and the notion 
of a lost life and less about the town’s fear of Sputnik. I think this helps to focus 
Clivvy’s need to leave, especially when Maeve rides Sputnik and sings of its 
horizon-moving powers. 

A few months ago I heard Composing Venus read in French at the Comédie-
FranÇaise in Paris as part of a cultural exchange between the Société des Auters 
et Compositeurs Dramatiques and Sydney Theatre Company. The French had 
chosen it as one of six Australian plays selected from about seventy performed 
over the last twenty years — Hotel Sorrento and The Rain Dancers were, curiously, 
also chosen. The title was too difficult to translate so the play was renamed Le 
son du ciel austral (The Sound Of The Southern Sky) after a line of Clivvy’s from 
the play’s final moments. The change seemed appropriate, for it was the first 
time either Elaine or I had heard the play read as it is now published. It was very 
gratifying for us both to hear how well this new version worked. It was altogether 
much clearer, much more Clivvy’s play and, as a result, much more poignant. 

I still remember how moved I was as the final sequence of acceptance and 
release unfolded — Bea’s fraught description of the death of her beloved Cockie 
and Ander’s gentle persuasion towards burial; Siobhan’s account of the death 
of her father and Clivvy’s revelation of her grandmother’s leaving; Siobhan’s 
gradual acceptance of Clivvy’s imminent departure; the opening of the air-raid 
shelter and the release of all the riches from the past, including Maeve herself 
as she bids goodbye to life and hello to death among the stars; Clivvy’s building 
of a tower towards the heavens and the family’s frantic search for Sputnik, that 
harbinger of hope which then spins across the southern sky singing its sweet 
music and granting Clivvy the courage to cross the threshold into the future.

It is, I think, a truly remarkable sequence: dramatically astute, metaphorically 
rich and most importantly of all packed full of the pulses of our own humanity. I 
long to see it again in the theatre, for that is where it belongs. 

Sydney, August 1995
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First Production Details
Composing Venus was first produced by the Queensland Theatre Company at the 
Suncorp Theatre, Brisbane, on 17 February, 1994, with the following cast: 

MAEVE DONNELLY Elaine Cusick
SIOBHAN CLARE  Jane Harders
PATRICK  Errol O’Neill
CLIVVY   Vanessa Downig
BEA   Veronica Neave
BIDDY   Sheree Vickers
RUBY GALLAGHER Caroline Kennison
THE SARGE  Kevin Hides
FLO   Margi Brown Ash
CLEM ANDER  Andrew Buchanan
COCKIE  Sam
FLAPPER, SISTER MARK, SISTER AGNES, SCHOOLBOY, DELIVERY 
MAN, VALENTINE HOLT, WARDEN, WOMEN OF THE CHRISTIAN 
TEMPERANCE UNION were doubled by members of the cast. 

DIRECTOR  David Berthold
DRAMATURG   David Letch
DESIGNER   Dale Ferguson
LIGHTING DESIGN  David Walter
MUSIC COMPOSER  Donald Hall

Acknowledgements
With many thanks to the above and to all those who supported the play’s 
development throughout the workshops: Jennifer Flowers, Kaye Stevenson, 
Sue Dwyer, Christen O’Leary, Julie Shearer, Paul Bishop, Eugene Gilfedder, 
Siobhan Lawless. 

I’d also like to thank John and Polly Teasdale, Bob Marks, Mr and Mrs Howie, 
Margaret Morrison, the wonderful women of the Zara Clark Museum, Ron 
Sparrow and The Northern Miner, for allowing me to use the story of Jack 
Delaney, and the enduring people of a magical town — The Towers. 
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Notes
Characters 
MAEVE DONNELLY Matriarch, came out from Ireland in the 1890s. 
SIOBHAN CLARE Maeve’s daughter. Raised on a station. Now married  
   to a shearer, Patrick. 
PATRICK  Siobhan’s husband
CLIVVY   Siobhan and Pat’s eldest daughter. Born in 1920. 
BEA   Their second child. Born in 1929.
BIDDY   Their last child. Born in 1943.
COCKIE  Bea’s cockatoo.
RUBY GALLAGHER The Clare family’s next-door neighbour.
THE SARGE  The town’s police sergeant. 
FLO   Runs Flo’s Tea Rooms
CLEM ANDER  The butcher
VALENTINE HOLT American Airforce Lieutenant.
FLAPPER, SISTER MARK, SISTER AGNES, SCHOOLBOY, DELIVERY MAN, 
WARDEN, WOMEN OF THE CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION
It is possible to perform the play with a minimum of nine actors using the 
following doublings: FLAPPER/ CWTU; SARGE CWTU; RUBY GALLAGHER/ 
CWTU; CLEM ANDER/ VALENTINE HOT/ SCHOOLBOY /CWTU

Setting
At the back of the stage is the rear end of an old Queensland house, raised 
on stilts about ten feet high. Wooden steps come down to ground level in the 
backyard. Under the house is a piano and the odd assortment of things which 
people store because they can’t bear to throw them out. The yard and under the 
house have the look and feel of baked, swept red earth. 
The play begins in 1957, on the day the Sputnik passes over Charters Towers, 
and alternates between this time and 1925, 1934, and 1942, moving in and out 
of chronology in the same way that dreams and memories do. The vivid, larger-
than-life quality of the dreams should carry through into the real life sequences.
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PART ONE
There is a radio broadcast on Sputnik: ‘Russia’s earth 
satellite, Sputnik, has captured the imagination of the 
world and is expected to be visible over Queensland 
tonight. Reported sightings of the 180-pound man-
made moon remain unconfirmed though amateur radio 
operators across outback Queensland have heard its 
distinct “‘bleeping” signals.’

CLIVVY is packing a tea chest in the backyard. There are 
boxes of jumble at her feet. SIOBHAN and BEA enter down 
the steps. A cockatoo in a cage hangs from under the house. 

SIOBHAN What are you doing?

CLIVVY Packing.

SIOBHAN You can’t pack now. Your grandmother’s disappeared.

BEA Come on, Mum.

CLIVVY She’s dead. Dead and gone.

COCKIE  Dead ‘n’ gone, dead ‘n’ gone.

SIOBHAN wails.

BEA You don’t know that.

CLIVVY Yes I do.

SIOBHAN Heartless, just heartless. Don’t know where you get it from —

BIDDY [inside] Mum! Mum!
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SIOBHAN ’s not my side of the family — must be your father’s

BIDDY The police’re coming down the street!

BEA Well put the kettle on! 

SIOBHAN Your granma’s gone missing and you’re cool as ice. 

BEA Mum —

SIOBHAN Suppose you’d throw your poor old mother in a sugar-
sack and hump her down the cemetery on the back of 
the woodcart —

BEA Mum …

SIOBHAN If you woke up one morning and found me dead!

BEA [to CLIVVY] You can’t know Gran’s dead. She only went 
this morning. We haven’t found her yet. 

BIDDY [outside now] Found her body.

SIOBHAN wails.

BEA Don’t say body, don’t be ghoulish, can’t you see how it 
upsets Mum?  

BIDDY D’you want me to set the good china or the ol’ blue and 
Mrs Gallagher’s hanging over the fence asking do we 
want scones for the police and have we heard about that 
dreadful Sputnik? 

SIOBHAN wails.

BEA Use the good china. 

SIOBHAN It’ll be all over town in the wink of an eye —

BEA  And tell the old stickybeak we don’t want any scones —

SIOBHAN — they’ll be here giving those knowing nods and looking 
like we’re hiding something. 
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BEA  — we don’t want anything, but for goodness sake don’t tell 
her I called her a stickybeak —

SIOBHAN No! — don’t tell her that!

BIDDY spins back into the house

BEA — but tell her thank you!

CLIVVY They’re friends, Mum. They’ve maybe come to help. 

BEA Are you going in to talk to the Sergeant?

CLIVVY  I’m sure the Sergeant wouldn’t mind coming out here for a 
breath of fresh air.

Silence. 

BEA You’re gonna keep packing. 

CLIVVY responds with a look.

COCKIE Dead ‘n’ gone.

SIOBHAN wails. BEA tries to take SIOBHAN inside. 

SIOBHAN Don’t know what’s got into her. She was always such a 
comfort. You’re a good girl, Bea. You’re a strong arm in 
this vale of tears. Awwwcchh … where’ve you gone, Mum? 
Why’d you up and leave like that? Without even so much 
as a proper goodbye? Fetch the priest, Bea — No, don’t 
leave me! — send Biddy to fetch Father Declan. 

BIDDY barrels down the steps, the sergeant in her wake. 

BIDDY Here we are, Sergeant. What a family portrait, eh?

BEA Not out here.

SARGE Er —

BIDDY  Water’ll boil in a jiff. What a picture. 
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SARGE  Let’s sit your mother in that chair.

BIDDY  Mum, where’s the Box Brownie?

 SIOBHAN wails.

BEA How can you be so heartless? Not that chair, Sergeant. 

BIDDY Aww Clivvy’s off tomorrow and we got nothing in the album 
about her new hairstyle and her patent leather shoes. Don’t 
let the boys look up your dress in them shoes now, Clivvy. 

BEA Biddy!

SIOBHAN She’s not mine. She can’t be. 

CLIVVY ’Fraid she is, Mum. I was there when she happened. A 
thing of wonder out of bedlam. 

SARGE I think your jug’ll be boiling, young miss.

BIDDY Righty-o.

BIDDY goes.

SARGE Now —

SIOBHAN Oh, Sergeant, such a shock to the system, such a nasty shock. 
I only saw her last night, bent down to kiss her in her bed 
and make sure she was comfortable as a body her age and 
situation has a right to and now she’s gone. She’s been taken. 

SARGE Er —

CLIVVY Who’d take her? No one took her. She just went. Just a 
dead-straight, g’day mate to the boney feller with the 
scythe. She was a great woman in the not so long ago and 
she’s gone to be great again. She’s dead. 

COCKIE Dead ‘n’ gone.

SIOBHAN wails. 
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SARGE Er —

BIDDY comes back down the steps with a tea tray.

BIDDY Tea’s up. 

BEA How could she’ve. She couldn’t climb out of bed on her own —

BIDDY I’ll pour.

BEA How could she get down the steps no you won’t. You’ll go 
straight back up those stairs, missy. 

BIDDY [looks around but finds no support] Awwwwww …

BEA And go fetch Father Declan! 

COCKIE Dead ‘n’ gone, dead ‘n’ gone.

BEA And for goodness sake, Bid, cover Cockie’s cage and take 
him inside.

BIDDY does so. 

SARGE Right. Did you see her leaving? 

CLIVVY I won’t ever see the back of my grandmother, dead or alive, 
and I didn’t see it last night.

SARGE Did you hear anything to make it seem like she left under her 
own steam?

CLIVVY I didn’t hear anything to make me think she didn’t. 

BEA Very deaf, when it suits her, my sister. Be inconvenient to 
your travel plans if she turned up this minute — eh, Cliv? 
You couldn’t just walk away. Just walk out. 

CLIVVY I’ve said it. I’m not walking out, Bea. I’m not our father. I am 
not him. I am not walking out. 

BEA No? You’re going far enough away. 
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Pause.

CLIVVY When my Gran was a girlie she took a whip and backed 
down a lynching mob on the Broughton. A mob going after a 
Chinese digger. She told ’em, she gave ’em what for. Used her 
tongue and her whip in tandem. [to BEA] But she couldn’t 
stand sentry watch forever, could she? She had a stroke. Twelve 
years ago. Her body mutinied. She lived somewhere inside it. 
On some strange sea. In a motionless, rudderless wreck of a 
mutinous bloody vessel. I don’t know how but sometime last 
night she got her captaincy back. Sergeant, she’s gone off to die 
like a real live ’un. And that’s fine and dandy by me. 

SIOBHAN Aw Clivvy aw love.

CLIVVY I’m sorry, Mum.

SARGE Where do you reckon she’s gone.

CLIVVY Gold-scratching.

SIOBHAN Aw Mum, your poor broken body’ll be found floating face-
down in a mineshaft. 

She wails.

SARGE Er —

BEA We just want her back. We want her where we can see her.

CLIVVY She wants to go.

SARGE Er —

BEA How do you know that?

SARGE Right. Last seen?

SIOBHAN Stroke of nine, by the radio. 

SARGE Any doors or windows open this morning that were shut 
last night?
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SIOBHAN God save us.

SARGE Anything moved around or missing?

SIOBHAN We could’ve been murdered in our beds. Could’ve woke up 
dead this morning.

SARGE Any letter with her last words for her loved ones?’

SIOBHAN wails.

SARGE Er — I think your mother’d better lie down. 

BIDDY flounces back onto the verandah, followed by 
MRS GALLAGHER.

BIDDY Mrs Gallagher’s brought her scones. 

RUBY Now I know you said you didn’t need them but in times of 
trouble we rally round. Who needs insurance when you’ve 
got neighbours is what I say. The good neighbours policy is 
policy enough for me. Now, Sarge, stop glaring at my gold 
tooth. No one’s gonna cosh me on the noggin just to pull 
out my gold front tooth even if we do live in scientific and 
dangerous times. Here, bit of a coincidence — [She nods 
heavenwards] you know. Sputnik.

SIOBHAN Aww mum …

SARGE Now, Ruby, let’s not put the cart before the horse. 

RUBY Oh dear, no sign of her yet?

BEA Mum’s just going to hava lie-down.

SIOBHAN I’m just going to hava lie-down.

RUBY So I should think, dearie. [Bringing SIOBHAN up the steps] 
You come along with me right now and your youngest’ll get 
me a nice cool washer to put on your poor old brow. 

SARGE [going up the steps] Let’s us have a good squizz round 
inside, eh, miss?
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RUBY And we’ll have some lavender water while you’re about it, 
please, Biddy.

BIDDY Righty-o.

RUBY, SIOBHAN and BIDDY go up the steps. CLIVVY resumes 
packing, watched by BEA. The SARGE watches both sisters. 

CLIVVY Righty-o … righty-o … Taaa-te-taa taaa-te-taa [to rhythm and 
pitch of BIDDY’s ‘Righty-o’.] No sign of her yet — Daa-da-di-
di-saa. Taa-te-ta taa-te-ta Daa-da-de-de-da. No sign of her yet 
in scientific and dangerous times …

SARGE Miss?

BEA goes out with the sergeant. CLIVVY is alone for a few 
moments then sees and picks up a battered old straw hat. 

CLIVVY Well this has surely set the cat among the pigeons. Funny 
how death picks up the pace of life. Puts a bright light in 
a dark corner. Shows up the dreams so old you don’t even 
recollect they’re there. Mortality takes you by the throat and 
rattles those dreams in your face and you better by God strain 
yourself reaching for ’em. 

CLIVVY crosses to the piano and works what she was humming. 

BIDDY [inside] AWWWW …

CLIVVY extends to music.

CLIVVY Sput-nik rides through the skies —

BIDDY jumbles out. She watches CLIVVY play.

 Sputnik triggers dread and surmise —
 Sput-nik’s a packa Commie lies! —
 Sputnik makes us life up our eyes
 and moves to the line of the horizon.

 [to BIDDY.] What’d Clem Ander say? About Sputnik?
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Pause. 

BIDDY You’re all lit-up, eh? Lit-up at leaving. What’s that?

CLIVVY Gran’s old digging hat.

BIDDY Digging the garden?

CLIVVY Digging for gold. She had the dream in her. 

BIDDY What dream? 

CLIVVY There was a story she used to tell me that her da told her. 
About a man called Jack Delaney. He was a miner, bit of a 
no-hoper. ‘Luckless’ they called him. The sort of man, she 
said, who’d put his shirt on an outsider, see it lead into the 
final straight then watch it stumble feet from the finishing 
line. Now, this luckless Jack had a dream one night. 
Dreamt there was gold under his humpy. Got so fired up 
about it that he tried to float a company on the Exchange. 
To raise the money to dig. No takers. No one’d back crazy, 
dreaming, luckless Jack. Well, he drifted away for a few 
years, worked the stations, fed his family. 

Slowly, MAEVE’s accent begins to emerge in CLIVVY’s voice.

 But, she said, he couldn’t forget the gold. So, she said, one day 
he comes back and sits on the Exchange. And half-way down 
the list comes a mine called Lustrous and it seems it’s big, this 
mine; it’s the mother of them all and he turns to the old man 
beside him and says how he was on the Towers years ago but 
he don’t recall that name. The man says to him it’s only been 
opened a few years and done a quarter of a million of money 
in the last two of ’em. Where is it, asks Jack. You were on the 
Towers early, says the old man back, Do you remember Jack 
Delaney’s humpy? It’s right under that. 

Pause

BIDDY  Jeez.
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Pause

CLIVVY And Granma’d grin this wicked grin and slam this hat on 
her head and off she’d go, looking for gold saying ‘Don’t tell 
your mother, now!’ And I never did. I never did. 

BIDDY You got all the stories, eh? You remember her way back; 
you remember her standing up and swinging picks and 
talking. Cliv. Me and another girl, we had a kinda game. 
Gran’d sit in that chair with the dribble down her chin 
and one of us’d feed her. She use ta spit it down her front 
like a baby. She’d get real worked up, mouth going like the 
clackers, shaking about in the chair. Once she even pissed 
her pants and I laughed so hard I did as well. She was — I 
was a little monster. Is she dead?

CLIVVY Well she’d wanta be after that little lot, wouldn’t she?

BIDDY I didn’t mean it, Cliv, I didn’t mean it hard s’just — 
sometimes I didn’t like to touch her and now she’s gone and 
that chair looks all wrong now she’s not in it and Mum says, 
she says sometimes she swears it’s gran in the room when 
you’re talking and d’you think she’ll come back to haunt me?

CLIVVY Biddy …

BIDDY Have you gotta go? You haven’t had a letter yet. You haven’t 
heard back yet. That famous composer lady in Paris — she 
hasn’t said yes, yet. 

CLIVVY pulls out a letter. 

BIDDY What does it say? 

CLIVVY I haven’t opened it.

She continues packing.

BIDDY You’re going anyway Why d’you have to go to Paris then? 
Why d’you have to go there?
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CLIVVY Because! Because, because. Coz it’s as big as I can see to get. 
It’s the — topmost limit of my present hopes, that’s why. 

BIDDY Why do you have to be topmost there? Why can’t you be 
topmost here?

CLIVVY Coz here’s not out of reach. I don’t know. Coz I already 
know here. And I think I got a gift here. Can’t say for sure 
as it’s all I know so far but I think I was given this place. I 
think I sound of this place. I think I sound of the red and 
brown of it. That sky is in the way I sound. I think. And 
this town. I started here. I learnt to listen here coz this 
place speaks so loud. But you go on. You grow up. Grow 
out of things. Like clothes that don’t fit you any more. 
They’re fine clothes; they just don’t fit you any more. 

BIDDY Don’t we fit you anymore? 

CLIVVY No. I can’t stay. I won’t stay. It’s been some other woman 
staying. These last twelve years.

BIDDY What other woman?

CLIVVY The woman I was going to be — she’s back now, she’s out, 
all of a sudden — and she’s roaring. 

BIDDY Well, who’s she? Where’d she go? Why did she?

CLIVVY AwwwBiiidd …

BIDDY What woman?

CLIVVY Bid —

BIDDY Who were you going to be?

CLIVVY Go fetch Father Declan.

BIDDY goes under the house to fetch bike. She speaks as 
she’s biking off. 
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BIDDY Aw jeez aw no awww I’m off. Don’t tell Mum I forgot — she’d cuff 
me good or cry at me and I don’t know which is worse right now! 

CLIVVY claps MAEVE’s hat on her head. It is 1925. MAEVE 
appears at the mine and digs at it. 

CLIVVY I won’t tell her!

MAEVE Clivvy, girl, over here!

CLIVVY runs across to MAEVE. 

CLIVVY I didn’t tell her, Gran.

MAEVE Where’ve you been, child? 

CLIVVY Packing Daddy’s duffel bag. He’s away three months this time. 

MAEVE How’s your mother?

CLIVVY Crying.

MAEVE Oh?

CLIVVY He said she asks bloody stupid questions. She asked him where 
is he going? She asked him what’re the names of the stations? 
She asked him how long for? She said will he remember to 
write? Are they bloody stupid questions, Gran?

MAEVE Yes and no, girl, yes and no. He’s told her all that or most of it, 
already — but she gets frightened, see, every time he’s off. She 
thinks he’s going to something he loves so much it’ll maybe 
keep hold of him forever. 

CLIVVY Gran?

MAEVE Don’t you worry, girl, don’t you fret — for I’ll never leave you. 
Never in this wide world. In fact what’ll I do when I strike it 
rich, eh, Clivvy? Clivvy? Come on, girl, clear that earth away; 
what’ll I do when I’ve a pile of gold a mile high?

CLIVVY What’ll you do when you’ve piled it up a mile high?
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MAEVE You say —

CLIVVY I say —

MAEVE Go where?

CLIVVY Go away!

MAEVE Dance a waltz and dance a jig —

CLIVVY With the farmer’s fat old pig!

MAEVE Oh really?

CLIVVY What’ll we buy — I don’t know —

MAEVE Clivvy must have her own piano!

CLIVVY A piano!

MAEVE That’s right! Dig, girl, dig for it. And we’ll sail the world in 
a ship of gold, adventuring to far-off Zanzibar. We’ll climb 
to the topmost limit of our hopes then, eh? 

CLIVVY And Mum’ll have gramophone records to the ceilings.

MAEVE And you’ll play your heart out on the piano!

CLIVVY And da?

MAEVE Oooo do you know, I’d forgotten your father. But what to 
give a feller whose eyes are ever pinned to the horizon? For 
he probably won’t even notice what you put in his hand. 
Here, Clivvy — pull that! 

MAEVE hands something over to CLIVVY who pulls 
through the hole, a woman of the Christian Women’s 
Temperance Union (CWTU). MAEVE and CLIVVY 
alternate rapidly, pulling the women out and sort of 
throwing them back over their shoulders. The CWTU 
shake themselves down and form a meeting with their 
backs to CLIVVY and MAEVE. 
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CLIVVY Jesus, Mary and Jehosephat!

MAEVE Come along, ladies. It’s a fitting thing that we’re yanking 
you out of a hole in the side of a goldmine. 

CLIVVY Why?

MAEVE For ’twas the gold that brought the miners and the mining 
thirst that brought the drink and the drink that brought 
the Temperance Union and made you feel the Towers was 
a teeming place to cast your net in. Is me hat on straight?

She takes CLIVVY by the hand, steps forward to stand 
behind the meeting and raises her arm. During the meeting, 
there is a vocal score — the CWTU ‘common response’ — as 
well as comments by individual union members. 

MAEVE Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I’m not a member of the 
Christian Women’s Temperance Union and — much as I 
applaud your goals — I don’t think it’s in me to be one. 

MRS C Shame, madam, shame!

MAEVE Oh don’t go spit and polish on me now!

MRS L Donnelly, Maeve Donnelly. 

MAEVE A few of you know me. Most of you don’t.

MRS L You chased my little son with a cane!

MAEVE I should’ve chased him with a stockwhip! He’d had my 
washing in the dust three times in three hours!

MRS C A Hughenden Donnelly?

MAEVE I was on the fields all through the 90s and we had a lot of 
strife then from the Sabbatarians and the wowsers. 

MRS F The body is the temple of the Holy Ghost!

MAEVE And the heart is often raised by a sip of the holy spirit!
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MRS X Not so fast. I don’t hear well. 

MAEVE ‘Give wine unto those of heavy heart’ and that’s one no 
wowser ever quoted at me — you’ll forgive me calling a 
spade a spade. 

CLIVVY A spade, a spade. 

MAEVE That’s right, love. 

CLIVVY [beginning to sing] A spade, a spade, a spade, a spade …

MAEVE It seemed to me then that all this pledging against the 
demon drink and all this official objectioning to the 
Sunday picnic trains and football matches — it was all 
pointed at the wrong direction!

MRS F It was pointed up to heaven and a decent home!

MAEVE Well if that’s an example of your navigation I’m surprised 
you can steer your handkerchief up to your nose! 

MRS C Well, really.

MRS X SSSSHHHHHH!

MAEVE What you’re after is a better situation for women and a 
safer home for the children, is that not so?

CWTU Yes.

MAEVE And you think the way to get it is to stop the men from 
drinking?

CWTU Yes. 

MAEVE It seems to me that if a man comes home and hits his wife it’s 
not because he’s drunk, it’s because he thinks he’s the right to!

MRS C Good gracious.

MAEVE The right of the lord, the landlord and the ugly boss.
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MRS C Well you’re certainly not a Hughenden Donnelly!

MRS L And neither are you!

MAEVE Who represents the interests of those who raise the children 
and bake the bread and, as like as not — in these hard, dry 
days of 1925 — bring home the bacon and all? We need a 
Housewives’ Union. 

CWTU Ha! 

MRS F Will you pay me to grow old as well?!

MAEVE No — for you’ll not have to work at that! Why are you looking 
down your long noses at the prospect of women’s work?

CLIVVY Women’s work. 

MAEVE That’s right, love. All my life I’ve done a man’s work on the 
stations and never had a man’s pay for it.

 SIOBHAN appears at the edge of the crowd. She hisses at 
CLIVVY and motions for CLIVVY to come to her. CLIVVY 
threads her way through the meeting. 

SIOBHAN Go tell your grandmother to come away right now. She’s 
making a spectacle of herself. 

MRS L Siobhan Clare. That’s her daughter.

CWTU Aaaahhh …

MRS X SShh.

CLIVVY pulls MAEVE’s skirt. 

CLIVVY Mum says come away NOW.

MAEVE If a man hits you, you hit him back with a fire-iron.

VOCAL SCORE [shock, titters, rumble]

MRS L What happens if he pulls out his other poker, dearie?
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MAEVE Well it depends on the state of your scuttle!

MRS C Outrageous …

MAEVE Ladies — Ladies —

MRS X What? What? Sshhh I don’t hear well …

MAEVE If he wants a bit of the wedding bed and you don’t and he 
takes to the Jappo houses because of it …

The CWTU gasp.

 See him out the door with one of Mrs Beryl Smythe’s best 
french johnnies …

The CWTU give a big gasp.

 … and tell him not to show his face again without his 
bringing it back in his handkerchief to prove it’s been used! 

The CWTU is outraged. They storm out, passing 
SIOBHAN; MAEVE and CLIVVY following. CLIVVY 
singing and stamping. 

SIOBHAN Morning, Mrs Finnigan. 

MRS X Speak up!

MRS L Least said, soonest mended, dear.

SIOBHAN Mrs Cross — Mrs Cross? … Damn!

MAEVE Stupid besom.

CLIVVY [softly] Stu-pid be-som, stu-pid be-som …

SIOBHAN I could hit you, Mum, I could smash your teeth in. They’re 
my neighbours. I have to see them week in, week out and 
now they think my mother’s a country crank or a Bolshie, 
mad as a coot with a mouth full of spleen and craziness. 
No wonder Dad died. 
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MAEVE  Do you not think you should get as much as a tailor if you 
stitch up a suit?

SIOBHAN You think anyone’ll ask me to mend a suit now — to be 
making a spectacle of yourself, to be speaking in public when 
it’ll cost the family so much.

MAEVE  How do you think change happens, my poor dear?

SIOBHAN With a small pin to pick out a bad seam.

MAEVE Now I’d rather change the whole bolt of cloth entirely.

A paper plane flutters through the air. CLIVVY runs 
towards it. 

SIOBHAN Don’t touch. It’s dirty.

MAEVE Have you forgotten how you used to ride the brumbies as a 
child? Have you forgotten the dreams you dreamt of far-off 
places? Hasn’t she the hope in her? Hasn’t she the expectation 
of a duchess. A pocket handkerchief ’s a fairy kingdom, eh, girl? 

SIOBHAN Leave it, Clivvy. Nasty old newspaper, dirty old newspaper, 
you don’t know where it’s been. 

CLIVVY It flies, Mum. It sends messages.

MAEVE Listen to what your mother tells you now.

SIOBHAN Why can’t you do that?

MAEVE  Because I’m not a child, my dear. 

SIOBHAN What about a treat instead, eh? What about s stop at Flo’s 
Tea Rooms?

They arrive at FLO’s tea rooms. CLIVVY secretes the plane 
in her pocket.

MAEVE A pot of tea to stand a spoon in and drink like the strong 
women we are.
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SIOBHAN Not a word, Mum, not a word with anyone. 

MAEVE grins. FLO appears with a tea-tray and a dish of 
ice-cream.

FLO Is your husband back yet?

SIOBHAN No, not back yet.

FLO That’ll be coming up three months.

SIOBHAN That’ll be right.

FLO That’ll be a long time for a young wife with just a child 
for company. 

SIOBHAN That’ll be my mother sitting next to me who’s staying with 
us now.

FLO That’ll be sixpence.

FLO leaves.

SIOBHAN Every time she does it, every blessed time. Prick, prick, 
prick. She needs her claws cutting, she does. 

CLIVVY She needs her claws cutting, she does.

SIOBHAN Ssh, lean over the dish, love.

The FLAPPER appears and sits at a table. She takes out a 
cigarette and puts it in a holder. 

FLO What’ll it be?

FLAPPER Tea and cake and a box of matches.

FLO Don’t sell matches.

FLAPPER Is your cake fresh-baked?

FLO Bake every day. On the premises. 
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FLAPPER Then I’ll have a match off cook.

MAEVE chuckles. FLO takes a matchbox from her pocket, 
picks out a single math, pockets the box. She hands the 
match over. Our flapper accepts, strikes it on the underside 
of the table or her shoe, lights her cigarette, hands the dead 
match back.

SIOBHAN Mum, stop looking like that. Clivvy, stay put —

CLIVVY She’s got a butterfly on her knee, Gran.

SIOBHAN She’s got a reputation, that’s what she’s got.

FLAPPER And a job, sweetie. I’ve got a job and a ticket for a national 
tour and young men to squire me round whenever I want 
and a chance to see the world and let the world see me. Je 
voudrais faire mes adieux a vous, madame. A beintot, petite. 

FLAPPER goes out. They are all staring. 

SIOBHAN Don’t stare, love. It’s rude. 

FLO He must be due back any day now.

SIOBHAN Any day now.

FLO Staying long then, Mother?

SIOBHAN Long as she likes.

FLO With you, is that?

SIOBHAN With us.

FLO My Dan wouldn’t be coming at that. Sharing a sink with 
his mother-in-law and fighting for the master’s chair of an 
evening. Still, needs must. Help’s welcome from any corner, I 
reckon, when a man has problems providing for his family.

SIOBHAN gives a high squeak. 
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CLIVVY You need your claws cutting, you do.  

FLO Uff.

She goes off, clearing the furniture of the tea rooms as she leaves. 

SIOBHAN Clivvy aw Clivvy aw love you shouldn’t have said that Clivvy.

Everyone is taking off their hats and coats.

MAEVE But I’m glad you did. That’s a poor, sorry piece of work to call 
a woman. 

As she speaks, SIOBHAN clears off the hats, coats etc and 
brings in a carbide or kero lamp. Also a tin box and her 
sewing. CLIVVY is drawing on her legs; suns, moons, 
butterflies etc. 

SIOBHAN Aw, I could just spit. There’s no pleasing them. That one’ll 
poke and pry and twist a body’s life till it sounds all dirty and 
unmannerly. And just plain not right. First she’s implying all 
these who-knows-whats while my man’s away then, when I 
say my mother’s staying, she’s got her knife out with a what-
kind-of-proper-man is he? What ARE you doing? You wash 
that off this instant. It’s not nice. Go on. A woman doesn’t 
need to show herself off in public. She does it in the proper 
place — her home and at the proper time — to her man. 
Mustn’t give the busybodies anything to make a meal of. Go 
on to bed, love, and your Gran’ll hear your prayers. And tell 
you a story. A normal story please Mum.

CLIVVY goes off, humming as she gets ready for bed. ‘A 
spade, a spade, a spade, a spade … ’

  I reckon it’s a good thing you’re with us now. Paddy’s Ma has 
had her eye on me. Never did like our marriage. Well, she 
can’t roll her tongue round any wickedness ’bout me with my 
mother staying in the house, can she?

MAEVE goes off to CLIVVY. SIOBHAN settles to the sewing.
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 Not that she’s got any reason. I haven’t looked sideways at a 
blind gnat. 

CLIVVY [inside] Gran — when’s Dad coming back? 

CLIVVY falls silent as PATRICK appears in the backyard, 
He wears his hat and coat, carries his kit in a holdall. 

PATRICK Hello, Siobhan Rose of the Desert. How’s my old Lady 
Spit-in-yer-Eye?

SIOBHAN Paddy boy!

SIOBHAN runs to him and kisses him passionately. 

PATRICK Let a bloke catch his breath.

SIOBHAN Oh Paddy — look at you — come and sit down — here, 
give us your swag …

PATRICK picks up her sewing.

PATRICK What’s this? Turning my collars?

SIOBHAN I won’t have you looking like there’s no one looking after 
you. I’ll put the kettle on. 

PATRICK No. Just let me look at you.

Pause.

 Jeez, it’s a hard place, Shib. All silent and brown. You 
don’t think they mean anything. The sheep. Not anything 
special. You do a job of work like mine, like shearing, and 
you travel with the gang, and you get used to the look 
of ’em, the sheep; being there. Then, they’re not there 
anymore, not living. Just dots, dead dots; dun-coloured, 
not moving. And you hear for the first time. You listen to 
the sun beat. You listen to the hot bloody heart of it. Not a 
breeze, just bloody baked distance. And the waiting. That 
bloody place out there is just waiting. For a bit you puff out 
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your chest and pretend it’s you it’s after, waiting to catch 
you, green and slipshod. But it’s not. You don’t figure in the 
scheme of things at all. Don’t look like that, Siobhan Rose 
of the Desert. I’m here, I’m back, I’m thankful for the work. 
There’s money on the table and a slip of a girl for a wife in 
my bed. You’re a cool sight for a man with the stench of 
dead sheep in his snotholes. 

SIOBHAN I’ve asked Mum to stay, Paddy. I get lonely as you’re gone 
so long and it’s hard times now, hard as brass filings on 
your bare feet. She’s working and we could use another 
pay coming in — just in the short-term, just in case, mind. 
And the stories she tells — you didn’t really get to know 
her before — she went so quick after we were married but, 
Lordy, she’ll make your ribs ache with laughing. Please say 
I did right, Paddy. I want her. It’d make your mother happy 
to know she was here.

PATRICK’s kingdom has been invaded. By a woman. By 
his mother-in-law.

PATRICK I’m not a big one for company, Shib.

SIOBHAN She’s not company. 

PATRICK She’s not part of the marriage vow, either. Any bills?

SIOBHAN indicates the tin box. PATRICK examines each 
sheet and allocates money from his ‘pile’ of money on the 
table to each bill. 

He picks up a bill.

SIOBHAN The baker.

He picks up another.

 The butcher.

He picks up another.
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 The woodman.

PATRICK Haulage on the table. Jesus, that’s steep. 

He picks up another bill which he holds up to her.

SIOBHAN Crepe de chine. Dress material. 

CLIVVY appears, unnoticed, in her dressing gown. 

PATRICK Jesus, Shib, won’t you ever make do? The weather’s 
waging war on us and you’re chasing after gee-gaws to 
put on your back.

SIOBHAN Don’t you want me to look nice? 

PATRICK Can’t you do it without spending Midas’s fortune? Who’s 
bought a bloody piano?

SIOBHAN  That’s for Ma, that’s for us from Ma. A present.

PATRICK I can buy a bloody piano if I want a bloody piano. Jesus, 
I’m no sooner out the door than your ma’s moved in. I’m 
no sooner back in than she’s buying pianos and you’re 
spending the sweat off my back on tarting up.

SIOBHAN I’m your wife —

PATRICK And you’ve always got your hand out for something. I 
fight to get work then I fight the sun and the land to do the 
work I got then I come back here but you’ve moved my 
bloody life all round. 

SIOBHAN I’m your wife.

PATRICK You’ve no right —

SIOBHAN I —

PATRICK You’re just a bit of it, Shib, and you’ve no bloody right to 
knock the pegs out from under the rest of it. Is there any 
beer in the place?
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SIOBHAN The demi-john’s not been filled since you left. You’d not have 
your wife turn up at the public at God knows what hour to have 
it filled with booze? I didn’t know when you were due back …

PATRICK I’ve a bloody good mind to head straight out again. Least a 
bloke knew there was a cold beer at the end of the day and 
things were where he’d left them!

SIOBHAN You do that, you go straight back out to your beer and your 
mates. You forget about your wife and child. They’re just 
another bit of a nuisance. You leave, Patrick. It don’t matter 
that I been waiting for you to come home. Waiting and 
wishing and waiting some more. Eager for it. Just blessed 
eager, Paddy, to have you back on the other side of the bed. 
That don’t matter; it don’t matter at all.

SIOBHAN runs into the house. 

PATRICK Aaggh …

PATRICK follows her. The night is filled with the sound of 
quiet weeping. 

CLIVVY You can be just a bit of it, you can. You can be just a little bit 
of a Daddy’s life coz they got money in their pockets. And you 
can wait and wait and it can make you cry. And you can wait 
and wait and wait — until you die. I got sixpence. I got a piano. 
I’ll never be a little bit of no-one. I’ll never die. 

CLIVVY listens. 

PATRICK Shibshibshib …

CLIVVY begins to mimic on the piano the sounds she hears. The 
weeping becomes those little hiccup gulps of air. A man’s voice 
murmuring. A sound caught between crying and laughing. 

 Rose of the Desert …

The sounds of sex, also quiet. CLIVVY takes her dressing 
gown off and crosses to the tea chests. 
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Lights change, It is 1957. PATRICK approaches CLIVVY. 
SIOBHAN comes out from the house. 

SIOBHAN Nnaaagg

She turns away.

PATRICK Rose of the Desert.

SIOBHAN Not anymore. First words between us in all these years, 
Patrick, and I won’t pretend the time passed easy with me. 
You left. But then you stayed left, despite the baby. Not even 
a christening card.

PATRICK You had your mother with you. Even when she was out 
working the stations, even when she was miles away, you had 
your mother. 

SIOBHAN Yes. I did.

She goes up the steps.

PATRICK She’s hard.

CLIVVY No …

PATRICK I had difficult days,

CLIVVY Not again. Not after all this time.

COCKIE [inside] Dead ‘n’ gone.

SIOBHAN wails. Pause.

PATRICK So. What d’ya reckon to this Sputnik hoo-ha, eh? Bloody silly 
business, if you ask me. If you ask me some of the town’s gone 
a bit mad; death-rays and what-not. Been reading too many 
American comic-books. What d’ya reckon?

CLIVVY We’ll never be the same as we were. Before it was fired up there. 
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PATRICK No. Makes you take stock of things. I thought you might’ve 
come to say goodbye. Say something anyways. S’not every 
day a bloke’s eldest takes off for foreign parts to study with 
the famous. She’s famous, eh? You must be good.

 CLIVVY pulls the letter from her pocket. 

  The postie said about the letter and the woodman said about 
the chests. Moving on. 

CLIVVY I used to wonder why you stayed as long as you did.

PATRICK Girl — a man’s gotta be up and doing. He’s gotta have broad 
vistas. He’s gotta be king of his patch, then he’s gotta find 
another patch to be king of. There’s nothing like going into 
the bar after you’ve done a day’s work and being called by 
name and having men make way for you. Coz you know 
you’ve done it. Made something out of the silence of this 
place. And those other blokes they make way coz they see 
that in you. In the way you hold yourself. In the tilt of your 
hat. I dunno. Just not a kitcheny bloke. 

CLIVVY puts the letter away.

CLIVVY I asked you why you stayed but you just told me again why 
you left. 

COCKIE [inside] Dead ‘n’ gone.

BEA comes out on the steps with the cockatoo. 

PATRICK Hello, Bea.

BEA The Sarge’s just left. He said nothing took his eye, but Mum’s 
hellbent on finding photos of Gran, now. She’s got Mrs 
Gallagher sorting through the albums. 

COCKIE Dead ‘n’ gone.

BEA Didn’t think I should leave him inside. 
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CLIVVY Put his cover on.

BEA Can’t find it.

PATRICK Is your mother not well? Bea? Bea.

COCKIE Hello Dad.

CLIVVY Gran’s missing since early morning. 

BEA I’d’ve thought you’d’ve heard that, this being a small town 
‘n’ all.

PATRICK Course I’ll do what I can.

BEA Aw, yeah, go prop up a bar and think about it.

PATRICK That’s enough, girl.

BEA That’s not near enough. What’re you doing here?

PATRICK I came for a word with your sister.

BEA Well you’ve had that so you can turn right round and go 
back where you came from. 

PATRICK Don’t you take that tone with me. I’m still your father.

BEA I haven’t had a father since I was fourteen and precious 
little of one then.

CLIVVY Bea.

PATRICK No wonder you’re an old maid. No man wants salt and 
vinegar for breakfast. 

BEA And what would you know about real men, Dad?

PATRICK By God, I’ll slap you down!

CLIVVY NO. You won’t.

BIDDY rides in.
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BIDDY The Father’s coming, he says he’s coming, tracked him 
down arm-wrestling both the Cootes boys at the back of 
the Collins!

BEA You didn’t go into the hotel!

BIDDY Naaooohh, spotted his cassock over the back fence. And 
guess what? The Sergeant says Gran’s been sighted near the 
Venus Battery but Mr Ander at the butchers says he saw 
her at Cabey’s Crossing and that Flo Mackenzie swears it 
was Gran raiding the chiney apple trees in her backyard —

PATRICK Do you know who I am?

BIDDY You’re my father.

PATRICK You remember me.

BIDDY No.

BEA You just don’t care — your gran’s maybe in dire straits and 
you’re talking to a man who didn’t even stay to see your 
mother drop you — and you’re still packing. Seems I’m the 
only one with any heart.

PATRICK It’s not that you have more heart, Bea, just more of a sense 
of occasion. 

BEA  Better than some. Some as has no sense of what’s owed at all. 
Some as would cheer along his mates at the hotel races but 
somehow let school sports days slip his mind. Some as would 
sing out loud as the team left town but never hummed a tune 
at bedtime. Some as would pitch into any fight any time any 
where and insist on telling the household at three o’clock in 
the morning. Some as would be talking about the next job 
before his bag hit the floor. Some as would —

PATRICK turns and walks off.

 Some as never stopped long enough to see the Wet hit or 
the New Year in.
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CLIVVY Bea.

BEA No.

BEA goes inside.

BIDDY I haven’t ever seen a face like that, like she had, watching 
him walk off.

CLIVVY No.

BIDDY Always thought she hated him.

CLIVVY [shaking her head] She doesn’t like him. But she never let 
him go. 

SIOBHAN comes through the back door clutching handsful 
of photos.

SIOBHAN Clivvy I found them, the photos, here take some — take 
some to take with you when you go. 

CLIVVY doesn’t move.

 You don’t want a photo or anything to remember your 
gran by?

CLIVVY I have everything of Gran I need.

SIOBHAN I have nothing of her at all.

COCKIE Dead ‘n’ gone.

SIOBHAN straightens herself and turns decisively indoors 
as BEA shoulders through carrying enormous armfuls 
of white sheets and clothes. She’s heading for the laundry 
under the house. She can’t see where she’s going and trips 
slightly, dropping some clothes. SIOBHAN goes to pick 
them up. 

BEA I’ve got it.
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A sheet is now trailing behind her. She’s having to negotiate 
it and the steps with her feet. 

SIOBHAN Here, Bea —

BEA It’s alright I can manage. I’ve got it. 

She is now stepping very awkwardly, one step at a time. 

SIOBHAN Bea, you’re gonna tr —

BIDDY starts to move forward. CLIVVY stops her.

CLIVVY Mum.

BEA It’s fine, I can manage fine on my own just fine.

She tangles up on the last few steps and falls to the bottom 
of them. 

BIDDY I’ll give you a hand.

BEA It’s fine! [Gathering all the sheets up] There.

She goes under the house. SIOBHAN turns inside. 

CLIVVY Don’t ever turn your memories into tinpot gods.

She throws things from the jumble pile as she speaks.

 Never [flat iron] never [curling tongs] never [old album] 
never [dressing gown] never never never never …

CLIVVY speaks to a piano drumming beat. BIDDY picks up 
COCKIE and goes. CLIVVY starts to incorporate other lines 
with the drumming beat, magicking up the family members 
in the imagination as she goes. The introduced characters 
sing their opinions as she composes them. They build into 
a threnody for multiple voices, disciplined and tightly 
controlled. As the townspeople appear they form a kind of 
chorus and the piece becomes more of a town opera, the 
action more frenetic, until, finally, it’s out of control.
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CLIVVY Nevernevernevernever …

BEA Nevernevernevernever …

CLIVVY Nevernevernevernever …

PATRICK Nevernevernevernever …

CLIVVY Nevernevernevernever …

SIOBHAN Nevernevernevernever …

CLIVVY Nevernevernevernever …

ALL Nevernevernevernever.

CLIVVY is up and scribbling madly on sheets of manuscript. 

ALL Never had a hope, Never stood a chance, Pissing in the wind, 
Take it on the chin!

BEA Never had a proper dad.

PATRICK Never was an easy bloke.

SIOBHAN Never had a quiet life.

CLIVVY Born to struggle, reared in strife. 

ALL Born to struggle, reared in strife.

BEA So who needs a father.

PATRICK Couldn’t stand a partner.

SIOBHAN You made me such a martyr —

CLIVVY To the things I might’ve done —

BE. PA. & SI. But I’m damned if I’ll move on —

RUBY, FLO and CLEM appear and sing.

CLIVVY  Nevernever …  RUBY  Never had a hope.
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BEA nevernever.

PATRICK Nevernever …  FLO  Never stood a chance.

SIOBHAN nevernever.

BEA Never …

PATRICK never …  CLEM  Pissing in the wind

SIOBHAN never …

BEA never.

PATRICK Never …

SIOBHAN never…  RU.FL & CL. Wasting breath on  
      might’ve-beens!

BE. PA. & SI. nevernever.

BE. PA. & SI. The past’s a playground for the heart which makes old hurts 
assume new parts.

RU. FL. & CL. The past’s a playground for the heart which turns a fart into 
sacred art!

ALL The past’s a playground for the heart where grief abates but 
grievance lasts; the past’s a playground for the heart with ears 
blocked up and eyes downcast —

BIDDY appears at the back door, scone in hand, an intrusion 
of reality into this imaginative world. All freeze. 

BIDDY Cliv, Mum says to keep it down out there! 

A beat. But it’s unstoppable now.

CLIVVY  Trumpets!

BIDDY runs off as MAEVE flies in on Sputnik waving an 
enormous letter in one hand. 
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MAEVE  Sput-nik rides through the skies, Sputnik triggers dread and 
surmise, Sput-nik scorns a disguise! Sputnik makes us lift up 
our eyes and moves the line of the horizon. 

The SARGE rides on on his bicycle.

CLIVVY Gran, what’re you doing with the letter?

MAEVE Flying, girl, flying!

SARGE I’m a Queensland constable, the sergeant of the day, free man, 
good bloke and here is what I say — Where’s the missing life, 
then, eh? 

Against the following three lines BEA, PATRICK and 
SIOBHAN sing ‘Nevernevernevernever.’ 

RU. FL. & CL. Never had a hope. Pissing in the wind. 

SARGE Where’s the missing life, then, eh?

RU. FL. & CL. Wasting breath on might’ve-beens!

MAEVE BLAST OFF! 

SARGE There’s the missing life then!

Everyone is chasing MAEVE.

ALL Keep her, stop her, slug her, catch her — Can’t just go off like a 
cracker! Slug her, stop her, catch her, keep her — Death’s a pact 
’tween wept and weeper!

MAEVE is getting lower and lower. CLIVVY has forgotten 
about writing the music down. Dimly, the sound of the battery 
stampers can be heard.

ALL Stop her, keep her, catch her, slug her — The past’s an old 
familiar bugger! Catch her, keep her, slug her, stop her — 
Tomorrow could bring us a cropper!
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MAEVE is lower still.

CLIVVY No!

MAEVE  Sput-nik rides   ALL Catch her stop her

 Through the skies  slug her keep her

 Sputnik triggers  Catch her stop her

 Dread and surmise  slug her keep her.

CLIVVY [moving up the steps] Fly, Gran!

MAEVE Sputnik makes us  ALL  Catch her stop her

 lift up our eyes  slug her keep her

 And moves the line  Catch her stop her

 of the horizon   GET THE LETTER!

CLIVVY appears on the roof of the house. 

CLIVVY NO! Listen to the beat in the air, Gran — let it put the 
wind at your back!

They catch MAEVE’s feet.

 No!

All go off, fast. 
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Early morning light. It is 1934. CLIVVY’s figure can be 
seen dimly. SIOBHAN is inside the house.

SIOBHAN What was that, Clivvy? What was that you just said? I hope 
you didn’t answer me back; I hope you didn’t cheek me. 

CLIVVY starts to beat on the roof with a pair of knives. A 
schoolboy arrives and watches her. 

  Clivia! Don’t make me come out to you. You’re not a little 
girl anymore; you’re fourteen, you’re a young lady. A 
fourteen year old still hiding in the garden from her chores 
— whoever heard the like? 

CLIVVY See me, schoolboy. See me hold the knives? See them in 
the sun. See me beat with them? Listen. Hear the Battery? 
Hear the beat of it? Hear the beat on the waiting air. Wait. 
Wait. Wait for an answer. You’re just not listening hard 
enough. Don’t run away. Don’t go. Hitler had knives, a lot 
of knives; teams of them, the newsreel says and now he’s 
Chancellor of Germany. Lady Macbeth had a knife.

SIOBHAN [inside] Clivvy? 

CLIVVY Yes, mum?

SIOBHAN Are you on the roof again? 

CLIVVY Noooo, Muuuum …

SIOBHAN Well get down right now.

CLIVVY Don’t go. Garbo says ‘I don’t want you to go.’ Put your 
hand on your thigh. Inside thigh. Like this. Run it over the 
top to the outside. Is it round? On a woman it’s a curve. A 
curve with fat.

SIOBHAN Clivvy. Are you talking to someone?
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CLIVVY A boy.

SIOBHAN  Oh?

CLIVVY Lady Machbeth had curved thighs. And suckling breasts. 
She compacted with the devil — d’you know about 
witches? The Bible says they eat little boys’ dicks. 

The schoolboy leaves at a run.

SIOBHAN  Well ask your friend inside. 

CLIVVY I don’t think he wants to come inside, Mum. I’ll just see 
him off. 

She disappears. PATRICK and SIOBHAN come from the 
house.

SIOBHAN The house is shabby. We’re shabby. I won’t have that — 
have us looking shabby and down-at-heel. 

PATRICK Don’t you do it, Shib; don’t you go against me.

SIOBHAN  Paddy, we got no choice, Paddy. The money dries up as 
soon as you look at it. Clivvy’s got to work.

PATRICK I’ll get something. Any station, any rate, any distance out.

SIOBHAN They’re not hiring. 

PATRICK They will.

SIOBHAN They’re not hiring and you don’t know that they will.

PATRICK I am a man who knows his labour. Now I said no. I’ll find 
work even with the bloody Depression. That’s what a man 
does; it’s what he’s for. Not a chit of a girl.

SIOBHAN I work.

PATRICK I know.
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SIOBHAN So what’ll you get Bea for her birthday, eh? She’s been 
checking the cupboard for her Daddy’s present. How you 
gonna get her a decent gift on a pocketful of empty air? 
Even with Mum sending money every month — it’s not 
enough, I’ve got to work. Clivvy’s got to work. Got to put 
aside childish things. Got to do her bit. 

PATRICK I said no.

As he leaves:

SIOBHAN  What’s the use of idle hands when times’re tight! Oh, 
Paddy — I didn’t mean …

PATRICK I’ll catch Bea a bird for her birthday. A fine, pretty bird. I 
reckon these idle hands’re still skilled enough for that.

As SIOBHAN goes inside, CLIVVY reappears, smoking 
a cigarette with the extended gestures of the screen 
goddesses. BEA is hiding in the yard. 

CLIVVY I am seduction.

BEA What’s that?

CLIVVY Go away.

BEA No.

CLIVVY Go-a-way.

BEA No. I don’t want to. It’s my birthday. What’s seduction?

CLIVVY gives a demonstration. It’s not bad.

 That’s silly.

CLIVVY You’re supposed to do it to someone.

BEA Do it to me.

MAEVE arrives in the yard. 
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CLIVVY You’re just a baby. 

BEA I’m not a baby. I’m five. 

MAEVE And a happy fifth birthday to you, darlin’. 

BEA and CLIVVY speak at the same time.

CLIVVY GRAN! Gran what’re you doing here? We only got a 
letter yesterday. 

BEA Gran where did you come from?

MAEVE I thought I’d surprise you.

CLIVVY What happened?

BEA Did you bring me a present?

MAEVE The stint finished a week early.

CLIVVY Bea!

SIOBHAN What’s all the commot — Mum! We only got a letter 
yesterday!

MAEVE takes CLIVVY’s cigarette, keeping it out of 
SIOBHAN’s sight. 

MAEVE I could use a cup of tea, girl —

CLIVVY Okey-dokey —

MAEVE and I picked this up at the music store. It’s the 
Rachmaninoff you’ve been conspiring for.

CLIVVY Oh gran …

SIOBHAN Mum.

BEA It’s my birthday. 

CLIVVY I’ll get your tea. 
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SIOBHAN Go help your sister.

BEA But it’s my birthday.

CLIVVY Race ya!

They run inside, CLIVVY trying out the Rachmaninoff at 
the piano just for a moment before following BEA.

SIOBHAN And put on your nice new dress your gran sent you. And 
hats please! Complexion, Clivvy, complexion!

Pause.

MAEVE  The piano. 

SIOBHAN I knew you were going to bring that up.

MAEVE You haven’t stopped the lessons yet? Or made her leave 
her schooling?

SIOBHAN Not yet.

MAEVE She has a great gift and the heart to follow through with it. 

SIOBHAN The family needs Clivvy earning.

MAEVE Well we can talk about it later, eh? Tell me the birthday plans.

SIOBHAN Mum —

RUBY GALLAGHER comes across from next door.

RUBY I understand there’s a birthday girl over here, today? I hope 
you don’t mind me dropping over? We haven’t met formally 
— my name’s Ruby Gallagher. Me and my husband, 
Jim, have just moved in next door. We come up with the 
electricity board, laying the lines and lucky to have it — you 
go where you’re sent these days, don’t you? Oh — not that 
we’re not happy to be here; it’s just you take what you get 
and be thankful for it.
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CLIVVY and BEA come back with a tea tray. 

 Hello, young ’uns, I’m just introducing myself to your 
mother and …

MAEVE Grandmother. Maeve Donnelly. My daughter Mrs Siobhan 
Clare. Clivvy, with the tea, and Bea. 

BEA And Daddy’s coming soon, isn’t he Mum? He’s coming 
with a present.

RUBY Do I spy a party frock? — Would it be your birthday 
today? — Would this be for you, do you think? [She 
hands her a present] I think the birthday fairy must’ve 
got the address wrong. 

BE. & RU. OOHHHH … I hope you don’t mind …

SIOBHAN Bea! [To Ruby] You really shouldn’t …

RUBY Please. We don’t have any little ’uns of our own — not for 
want of trying — and I’m just a sook when it comes to 
birthdays.

MAEVE That’s very kind of you, Mrs Gallagher. Will you stay for a 
cup of tea?

RUBY Never say no to a cuppa. 

BEA It’s a story book, look, Mum. Oh, look, it’s a bushfire. 

SIOBHAN That’s nice, dear.

MAEVE How do you take it, Mrs Gallagher?

MAEVE Sweet, white and strong — just like my mister.

BEA They’re children escaping,

SIOBHAN Bea, sshh. Say thank you.

BEA Thank you. 
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RUBY  You’re very welcome, Bea. You’re looking at my gold front 
tooth, aren’t you?

MAEVE I knew a man with a tooth like that, once. 

BEA You didn’t. 

RUBY Could that’ve been my father, do you think?

MAEVE Was your father Irish and given to the taking of chances?

RUBY His past he never spoke of.

MAEVE Did he consort with the circus gipsies?

RUBY He liked the horse.

The DELIVERY MAN arrives with an enormous bundle. 

MAEVE Good enough. Your father was an Irishman named Tommy 
O’Doyle who had a gold front tooth off a circus gypsy 
Vladimir one dark and storm racked night in Bundaberg. 

RUBY Gladstone.

MAEVE Gladstone. They were playing poker —

CLIVVY Twenty-five cards each, they had

SIOBHAN You only have five cards in poker.

MAEVE Ahh, this is called long poker —

RUBY A big game.

MAEVE And only one card left to turn over —

CLIVVY Everything riding on it —

RUBY Their hats and coats —

MAEVE and crown jewels —

CLIVVY and deeds to Zanzibar —
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RUBY the shirts off their backs —

MAEVE and mining leases —

RUBY and even their underpants —

CLIVVY and the gypsy Vladimir checked his cards

RUBY and curled his lip

MAEVE and said —

DEL. MAN Delivery for Miss Bea Clare?

MAEVE sorts out signatures etc. 

BEA Is it for me? My present?

SIOBHAN From your spoiling Gran.

BEA unwraps the present. It’s a shiny, glossy rocking horse.

DEL. MAN I hope you don’t mind — I’m very keen on this bit myself.

MAEVE Not at all. 

SIOBHAN Careful of the paper — don’t rip, love, and we’ll re-use it.

CLIVVY Oh, mum. 

PATRICK enters with a cockatoo in a cage. 

BEA Gran, she’s a beauty, Gran — look, Dad! Look what Gran 
gave me!

PATRICK You shouldn’ta let her do that, Shib. You shouldn’t have 
done it. 

SIOBHAN It’s your daughter’s birthday. 

PATRICK I know it’s her bloody birthday. I got her a bird for her 
bloody birthday, you haven’t left her bloody birthday alone 
for weeks. 
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RUBY Yes, I think…

She takes the delivery man off through the garden.

PATRICK You been scribbling how much for this and how much for 
that on bits of paper all over the kitchen shelves. Figuring 
cakes and painting the house and how much to put the 
bloody electricity on — figuring how far you can make the 
money stretch — you been figuring the life out of me.

SIOBHAN  I’m just trying to make it all nice, make ends meet; I’m 
working my fingers to the bone — and I’m that worried —

PATRICK You’re worrying the life outta this marriage. 

SIOBHAN Someone’s got to. Got to keep our spirits up, got to think 
about the money all these extra expenses, four lessons a 
week and music special ordered and letters to here and there 
and fancy famous pianists Down South we can’t afford it —

CLIVVY But I’m good.

MAEVE I’ll pay for it.

SIOBHAN And the rest of us weeping as the house gets shoddy and 
tatty, we’re tatty — it just makes me —

PATRICK I’ll do the Relief Work.

MAEVE No, Patrick — Siobhan, get the house painted — we’ll find 
the money — don’t Patrick; that’s an awful blow to the 
pride of a man.

SIOBHAN And I want the electricity. I want it nice. 

CLIVVY I’m good.

SIOBHAN You have to work. You have to earn your keep not 
squander what precious little there is on airy-fairy fancy. 
This piano nonsense has got to stop. It’s a nice thing to 
preen with in the parlour, that’s all.
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PATRICK Enough, Shib.

MAEVE Clivvy, we’ll —

SIOBHAN NO! I’ve spoken to Mr Jones at Pollards and he’s expecting 
you to go in and see him this afternoon. And you’ll be nice.

CLIVVY NO! No, no, no, no, no, no …

CLIVVY makes a break for it. She’s heading for the roof. 

MAEVE I’ll pay for the electricity.

PATRICK AAAGGGG …

SIOBHAN Yes, Yes, Yes. You’ll pull your weight like the rest of us, 
young miss. 

PATRICK Clivvy —

SIOBHAN Don’t you side with her.

MAEVE How did you get so mean?

SIOBHAN Oh-ah-I-oh, I’m not. I’m not mean, Mum. How can you? 
I’m teaching my daughter a hard lesson, that’s what I’m 
doing. I’m teaching her the way of the world and a bitter, 
difficult way it is. I’m teaching her to survive. 

MAEVE By knocking the stuffing out of her. 

CLIVVY is on the roof, drumming like fury.

CLIVVY I won’t go in. I won’t be nice. I’ll drum like hell. Make 
music. I’m not nice, not nice, not nice. Never, never, never. 

SIOBHAN Paddy, make her stop —

PATRICK doesn’t move. 

CLIVVY Hey, Mister! Mister! You, Mister! [Taking her dress off] 
Think I’m a nice girl, Mister? Think I should work in 
Pollard’s Store? 
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SIOBHAN Stop her. Paddy, where — where are you going? Paddy?

CLIVVY All the girls’re nice in that store, eh, Mister? Want me to 
work in the store, Mum? Be nice? 

SIOBHAN  Paddy, do something!

BEA Daddy?

MAEVE Don’t, girl. We’ll work it out.

CLIVVY throws her dress down. 

CLIVVY Like my leg, Mister?

BEA Dad, she’s gonna fall …

SIOBHAN Dear God, stop that. Paddy make her stop that.

BEA Cliv!

CLIVVY Like it?

PATRICK Get your mother to stop her. Your mother’s doing 
everything else. 

CLIVVY It’s round with fat; it’s a handful, it is. It’s nice, isn’t it?

BEA Daddy she’s going to fall.

MAEVE heads for the roof.

BEA Dad, bring her down!

CLIVVY Wanta see the rest of it, Mister? Wanna see if I’m nice? I’ll 
come work at the Big Store and we can fuck on the crates 
fuck-fuck-fuck up the bum on the crates. 

PATRICK You wanna go for a whore, girl, I’ll take you to the 
whorehouse myself. I’ll be a good father, then, eh; a good 
dad to let you have your own way. Or maybe I’ll drag 
you down by the hair and belt the living daylights outta 
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you; coz I’m close to it, girl, I’m within a breath. You’re 
beyond me, Clivvy. I don’t know where you get your 
ideas from. 

SIOBHAN I just wanted it all to be nice.

PATRICK I don’t know where this family gets it’s ideas from.

MAEVE appears on the roof next to CLIVVY.

CLIVVY Get down, Gran. You’ll fall.

MAEVE If you’re staying, I’m staying. If you’ve taken your dress off, 
then so will I.

MAEVE starts to unbutton her blouse.

SIOBHAN Oh mum …

PATRICK Peas in the pod. Peas in the bloody pod. 

SIOBHAN Mum, don’t. 

MAEVE throws the blouse down and reaches for the 
skirt buttons.

PATRICK I don’t think they take old meat for whoring, Maeve. 

CLIVVY Don’t Gran; stop it. You’ll fall.

MAEVE If you do, I do.

CLIVVY I’ve stopped. I’ve stopped. Get down. You’re too old to sit 
on a roof. Go on. I’ll follow you.

MAEVE begins to climb down.

SIOBHAN I wanted you — I wanted my daughter to marry a nice 
boy. I wanted her to have a nice home with modern 
conveniences. To have children and to go to the pictures 
every Thursday night for family night and have her people 
round her. I wanted it nice.
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CLIVVY You want it your own way.

CLIVVY climbs down. 

PATRICK You hadta bring her down, eh, Maeve? Had to paint the 
house, put the lights on, had to bring her down yourself. I 
wouldn’t be game to arm-wrestle you. You even took the 
prize in birthday presents. I wish I’d never set eyes on ya. I 
wish I’d never set eyes o the lotta ya. 

He leaves.

BEA Dad? Is it for me, Dad? My birthday present? It’s a trump, 
a real trump. I’ll teach it; I’ll teach it to talk — You’ll be 
proud of it! You’ll be proud of it, you will! Hello, Cockie. 
Hello, Cockie. 

BEA heads up the steps with the bird. 

 No. No, no. Hello, Dad. Go on. Hello, Dad. Say it. Say it. 

and she goes inside.

SIOBHAN How do you know that word?

CLIVVY I’ve been going to the Battery.

SIOBHAN It’s all got to stop.

CLIVVY goes under the house. SIOBHAN goes into the 
house. MAEVE gathers up the ripped paper and the 
rocking horse. She goes out. 
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It is 1957. CLIVVY is sitting at the piano, letter in hand. She 
strikes a single note to a slow beat.

BEA [off] Stop it. Stop it! Stop playing that! Playing her the bell 
for the dead and nailing down the coffin lid!

CLIVVY Where are you, you sky-climber? Where are you then, you 
lying Sputnik? I took you for a sign, I did! I took you for a new 
beginning. We’re gonna be able to look down from it, I said 
to myself, we’re gonna be able to look down and see ourselves 
with fresh eyes. Then, I said, we’re gonna be able to look up 
and know we’re more than earthbound, more than history. 
We’re a composing species, that’s what we are. I knew that. 
You told me that. I heard you shout it down. I listen. You said 
lift your eyes and re-view the earth. Re-make it. Well every 
memory that I got says I bloody won’t — and I can’t even hear 
the music anymore. Not a beat. Not a bar. Not a note. 

She goes to open the letter but can’t. 

BEA [outside] You’re really willing her to die, eh? Well, I won’t 
have it I won’t have it, you hear me? You go on off to your 
promised land and leave us be. Just you go!

SIOBHAN, inside the house, wails. SIOBHAN, RUBY 
GALLAGHER and CLEM ANDER come to the back door.

SIOBHAN Mum’s alive. They’ve found her and she’s alive. Alive!

CLEM It’s pretty certain by the sounds of it.

SIOBHAN Oh, Mum … She’s coming back. She’ll be back in her chair. 
Oh Mum, you’ll be back in that old chair just the same as 
always. We’ll be the same old happy family — just the same 
as we always were.

COCKIE ARRR!

End of Part One
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PART TWO
It is 1957. CLIVVY is on the roof, listening.  

CLIVVY Gran, did I hear you wrong? Did I hear you at all? Such 
silence. It’s all silent now. The lot of it.

She takes the letter from her pocket. Tears it in two. Lets 
the pieces fall to the ground. BIDDY rides on in great 
distress, hurls the bike to the ground, runs under house 
yelling ‘Mum! Clivvy! Bea!’ The sound of running water 
and a tub filling can be heard.

BIDDY Cliv-vy? Someone? Wha-wha-what’s hap-pening t-t-to me?

BIDDY half drags the tin bath to the foot of the steps. She 
can’t get it up them so she leaves it there.

 Some-one?

She sits in the bath, fully clothed. RUBY walks on from her 
home. She’s carrying armfuls of fresh bed linen. 

RUBY Here, here, here, what’s all this then?

BIDDY Aw … M-Mrs Ga-ga- I’m-I’m —

RUBY What are you doing in the tin bath?

BIDDY wails.

 You’re wet through.

BIDDY I’m gonna die. Sputnik got me. 

RUBY It what?

BIDDY The Russkies got me with their death-ray! I’m bleeding 
down there, I’m gonna die! 

RUBY Oh dear, oh dear-oh dear; stop that now, shhh come one, 
oh really Siobhan. Your mother never told you? Biddy? — 
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that’s enough; you’re alright it’s alright it’s natural dear —
you’re not going to die!

Pause. 

BIDDY  I’m not?

RUBY You’ve got your friend to visit. You’ve started your period.

BIDDY Wha-I-You-I —

RUBY To think I’d be explaining this. Come on. Upyacome. 
You’re growing up. You’re fertile. You can bear children.

BIDDY I’m still at school!

RUBY Biddy, all in good time. You’re on the threshold; you’re 
standing on the threshold to a bitta pain and a lotta glory.

CLIVVY disappears from the roof.

BIDDY Glory?

RUBY They say God created man? Well, maybe he did the first 
one. But women created them from then on.

CLIVVY arrives the corner of the house. 

 You can partake of the first, best and oldest act of creation. 
And I envy you, little one, I envy you. 

They go up the steps and disappear inside.

CLIVVY She’s wrong, Bid. The first act of creation was a thought. 

She pushes a tea chest over, rips the ‘Paris’ labels off them, 
heads under the house, scooping up armfuls of music 
and manuscripts, dumping them into the tea-chests and 
slamming the lids down. 

 No more now. No more.
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BEA comes in from town.

BEA They didn’t find her. It was a false alarm. False hope. She’s 
been sighted at the old Pyrites Tower now — but the 
Sergeant don’t hold out much hope. S’lucky for you, eh, Cliv? 
Couldn’ta left a sick old gran that needed care, could you? 
But if she up and died — well … who’d blame you for going 
to seek your fortune in the wide world. Mind you. There’s 
some as wonder where you get the cold-hearted cheek to go 
off without even waiting for her corpse to turn up. 

SIOBHAN walks on.

SIOBHAN It’s a hot old day. Don’t know there’s any point in praying 
now. And if I did I don’t know what to pray for — a way to 
keep her here, sick as she is or the strength to let her go her 
way. Can’t seem to fix it in my head that she’s gone, y’see. 
Silly old head can’t believe she’s gone; not yet. Not without 
saying goodbye. 

 She goes up the steps.

CLIVVY I’m sorry, Mum.

SIOBHAN goes inside.

BEA You bloody liar.

CLIVVY I’m sorry Mum’s hurt.

BEA Are you really? Are you really sorry? You had a strong 
hand in her death. I don’t know how — it wasn’t a knife 
or a pair of shears or a thick pillow on her face come 
midnight — but it might as well’ve been. What’ve you done 
with Gran? While we’ve been going mad all day how you 
must’ve laughed. Tell me you didn’t laugh, Clivvy. 

Pause. 

 You killing bitch. You’re that good? You’re so good it’s worth 
her blood to make you better? Her blood and our tears?
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CLIVVY Who did you cry for, Bea? Your grandmother? She was 
long gone. You tell me — go on you tell me when she really 
died? When her body betrayed her? Or when it finally gave 
up the ghost? You’ve made a living corpse of a woman who 
made merry war all her life. She’d’ve cursed you.

BEA You clever thug.

CLIVVY Sticks ‘n’ stones.

BEA You’d twist the very letters of the Ten Commandments, 
you would. Move them around to spell your name. You’re 
family. Families’re made of obligation. In sickness and 
health. ’Til kingdom come you were obliged. 

CLIVVY Obligation’ll bludgeon you to death.

BEA So you’ve stuck the knife in us to keep your art alive? 
You’re no artist — no composer. Where’s this precious 
piece, then, eh — where’s this baby born of holy war? Have 
you finished it? Can you finish it now you’ve cut your ties? 
It looks like maggots on a carcass. 

BEA attacks the manuscripts; CLIVVY tries to save them. 

CLIVVY It feels like glory.

BEA You mad quack. You’re murky Clivvy — you’re some 
murky crank with a piano who played us all the way to the 
knacker’s yard. You stay away from me, you get away, you 
slaughter. Don’t you come near me or mum or Bid. 

BEA notices that COCKIE has escaped from his cage.

 Cockie? Cockie? COCKIE …

She goes off, running. 

CLIVVY I’m no slaughter. 
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CLIVVY trying to get the lids off the tea-chests to get at 
her music.

 I heard gran. I listen; I hear things — that’s what I am 
— you mongrel sky, isn’t that what I am? A composer? 
What’ve I done if I’m not? 

The sound of a massive explosion. It is 1942. MAEVE, 
SIOBHAN and CLIVVY are standing apart from each 
other; all are looking up to tower hill. 

SIOBHAN All these bunkers in streets. All these barracks and bivouacs 
— rows of tents everywhere and buildings bulldozed. I 
know we’re at war — I just — it sounds like a film walking 
around town. [In an American accent.] ‘Morning Ma’am’. It 
sounds like another place. And now the old Pyrites Tower 
tumbles down …

MAEVE Like building blocks. Like so many building blocks. Some 
child got bored and pushed his tower down.

SIOBHAN I don’t know where I am any more.

CLIVVY How tall was it?

MAEVE  One hundred and sixty seven feet and all the years since 1893. 

SIOBHAN Just look at it.

MAEVE I can’t. 

CLIVVY Gran?

MAEVE I saw it going up. It was an emblem of my early days. 

CLIVVY I know, Gran.
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MAEVE Nobody cares. They don’t see.

SIOBHAN They have to blow it up, Mum; they have to. In case the 
Nips come over; it’d be a beacon to the Nips. 

MAEVE They’re blowing us to smithereens coz they just don’t see. 
I’ve fought —

SIOBHAN See what?

MAEVE I’ve fought all my life all kinds of wars, so I can tell you — I 
can tell you —

CLIVVY What can you tell me, Gran?

MAEVE They just don’t see. 

CLIVVY What don’t they see?

MAEVE We’re moving to a kind of war we’ve never seen the like of 
and it’s right on our back door. If Moresby goes it’s next 
stop Townsville. 

SIOBHAN No, Mum. 

MAEVE I’m telling you, I can see. The men’re marching out and 
flying off.

SIOBHAN Stop it.

MAEVE And they’ve drawn a line across the country at Brisbane as 
everyone knows and nobody says and if I think about that 
I’m struck almost dumb with the terror of it. They’ve given 
us up. They’ve given us up as gonners so where’s the point 
in taking away the towers of our past and our pride as well? 
What’s left to fight for?

CLIVVY Ssh, Gran; its alright, it’s alright, 

MAEVE I don’t know where my courage went.

CLIVVY Mum, take Gran home.
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MAEVE Girl. What’re you doing here? You’ll be late for your teaching. 

CLIVVY Bugger the teaching. I’ll take you home. 

SIOBHAN No. Go on. Off you go.

CLIVVY You’ll be alright?

CLIVVY goes. MAEVE and SIOBHAN are in the backyard. 

MAEVE This old woman may find herself sitting quiet in the canefields, 
fear riding her back, knife in her hand —waiting. Waiting for 
the enemy that’s landed. An old woman, in another war. 

SIOBHAN I’m pregnant, Mum. Must’ve been the last time. Just about six 
weeks ago. But he still left. I don’t know what I thought. Except 
to just sink away. Sink away to somewhere else, somewhere 
out of sight. Somewhere safe. Now all this talk of knives and 
canefields. Now you tell me the government’ll just hand us over 
in the North and give us up as lost. 

MAEVE You stupid — did you never think of protection? Another child 
in all of this — and Bea. Little Bea. She won’t understand now. 
When you tell her that her father’s gone for good. Who’s going to 
explain this? Fourteen don’t understand the difference between 
no longer married but still fucking on the marriage bed.

SIOBHAN Mum …

MAEVE You make me so angry. We could maybe get you Down South. 
Arrange something. 

SIOBHAN What do you mean? 

MAEVE Arrange something.

SIOBHAN No. I won’t. 

MAEVE I didn’t mean that. Just something. I don’t know. We’d have to 
make it up as we went along. 
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SIOBHAN You make me laugh, you do. Train ticket like that [she 
snaps her fingers], pass like that [snaps her fingers], 
money [snaps] like that, room and board [snaps]. How 
you do see things. How you do pull them out of the air. Oh 
God, what am I going to do…

MAEVE I don’t know.

SIOBHAN I haven’t told Patrick, yet. I’m not sure what I want. Don’t 
you leave me, will you?

MAEVE No, I won’t go away.

BEA comes out the house carrying the COCKIE in his cage. 

BEA And then we come down the steps, see — it’ll probably be 
dark, like now — Nip’s a sneaky bugger; comes at night. 

MAEVE Bea, what’re you doing? 

BEA Cockie’s gotta practise the air-raid drill, too, Gran. Then 
over to here, see — the shelter. 

She makes bomb exploding noises a few times. 
SIOBHAN leaves. 

 That’s what they sound like, sorta …

MAEVE Bea. Come here, girl. 

BEA crosses to MAEVE.

 You know your father’s had to go away.

BEA ’Course I do.

MAEVE He’ll maybe be away a long time.

BEA He’s always away a long time.

MAEVE It’s not like stint shearing. 

BEA The Jap’s got him. They took him.
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MAEVE No they didn’t. 

BEA Then he’s dead isn’t he?

MAEVE What on earth put that idea in your head?

BEA Dad’s dead —

MAEVE No, he’s not! 

BEA Well where is he then?

MAEVE  Gone away.

BEA Gone where? Gone where?

MAEVE  Mrs Lester’s boarding house.

BEA runs off. 

 Bea! Girl! Bea come back! Stupid old fool, you stupid old 
fool. You used to be able to balance an egg on this fingertip 
as you broke in a horse with the other hand. 

BEA arrives in a rectangle of light from the open front door 
of the boarding house. PATRICK holds a silver trophy. 

BEA Mum said you had to go away. But it’s not like a shearing 
stint, is it. It’s not like the job. 

PATRICK No. 

BEA [nodding] What’s that?

PATRICK Something I won once. Silly bloody galah standing here, 
holding it, eh. I was just having a look through — For 
amateur boxing. I was pretty good as a nipper. 

BEA Wasn’t I a good enough nipper?

PATRICK Don’t say — You’re a silly duffer you’re a silly bloody duffer.

BEA Did I do something?
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PATRICK Speak to your mother. I’m no good at this kind of talk.

BEA Don’t you want us anymore? 

PATRICK It — I lost it. I lost my footing. My bearings. I lost my 
bearings. I LOST it, see? 

BEA  Aren’t you ever coming back?

PATRICK How can I bloody come back when I don’t even know 
where I’m standing?

BEA I — don’t — under — stand —

PATRICK You gotta go. Go. Talk to your mother. GO.

BEA Don’t you-want-cockie-back?

PATRICK No. He’s yours. He’s all yours. Now go. Get away. Get away 
damn you. Get away from me. 

SIOBHAN appears on the edge of the light. 

SIOBHAN No doubt you’ll tell me that, too. Come here, Bea. You’re a 
careless man, Pat; careless of consequence. So am I. We’re 
well-matched there. I’m pregnant. 

PATRICK It’s not a world to drop a baby in.

SIOBHAN No, it’s not. Not if the Brisbane line and another mouth to 
feed is as far as you can see. Is that what you see, Paddy?

Pause.

 Don’t you ever say such things to her again. 

The light goes out on the BEA and SIOBHAN as 
PATRICK closes the door. Another rectangle of light 
opens, the sound of fast jive behind it. CLIVVY and VAL 
emerge into the night.

CLIVVY It’s a beautiful night.
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VAL It surely is. What? What? What’s so funny? 

CLIVVY shakes her head.

VAL What?

CLIVVY ‘It surely is.’ I never thought I’d meet anyone who sounded 
like Rhett Butler. Not that I think —

VAL No, no.

CLIVVY I mean I don’t expect —

VAL No, I wouldn’t no.

CLIVVY I mean you’re not. I don’t. 

VAL No question about it. Frankly, my dear, it surely is a 
beautiful night. Great, big, old moon.

CLIVVY Tropical moon. Full like this it makes a kind of madness. 
You feel you’re kind of bathing in it, silky and milky and 
white on your skin.  

Pause. 

 It’s 94 million miles away from here, you know.  

VAL No, I didn’t know.

They begin to walk home.

 Truly?

CLIVVY Mmmm.

VAL Well ain’t that something. Mind you — I expect it’s 94 
million miles away from my home town as well. 

VAL almost stumbles into the shelter.

CLIVVY Blast. Say hello to our air-raid shelter. 
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VAL Evening, Mr Air Raid Shelter.

CLIVVY Well — g’night.

VAL Tomorrow night.

CLIVVY Cloudrack’s coming over.

VAL Is that no?

CLIVVY No. No — it’s not no.

VAL Tomorrow night then. 

CLIVVY I can’t. I’m working. 

VAL You work nights teaching? 

CLIVVY No, it’s just a just a thing I do. So I can’t tomorrow night. 

VAL Clivvy I really like you. I mean I really like you. Noticed 
you straight up tonight. Soon as I walked in the door. Said 
to myself that’s for me. Then hung around for a decade 
screwing my courage to the sticking point. 

CLIVVY Val …

VAL Please let me finish. I haven’t been so lightning struck since 
Moses was a young ’un. You’re the one for this flyboy and 
this flyboy ain’t got time for the calls at night and the candy 
and the common pleasantries. I don’t exactly rate real high 
in the old age stakes right this minute. Though I plan to live 
to a hundred and spend every minute of it pestering you till 
you say yes, tomorrow night, so whaddyadsay? Hey? 

CLIVVY Are you sure your name isn’t Maeve?

VAL I can change it.

CLIVVY I’m difficult sometimes.

VAL You’re perfect.
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CLIVVY I play music.

VAL I play double or nothing.

CLIVVY I’m playing tomorrow night.

VAL Where?

CLIVVY Here.

VAL Front row seats.

CLIVVY Not a concert. I’m working. I make music. I build it. I — I 
get hot my body gets hot and I hammer it out I make it up. 
So far not much in public, just a few part songs for the kids 
and a cantata for the works choir — that was in the rotunda, 
Lissner Park, with candles for Easter. I hear things and play 
the notes and stamp around, singing, and I’m no singer but I 
don’t care coz I’m giving a voice to what’s bellying out in here 
and here till it overcomes me and I’m forging notes, bright 
chains of them, soft like feathers or glittering like polar ice, 
and it’s full of spit and fire and fumes down here all night. 

VAL Jeez — whata night whata passion whata bolt from the 
blue. Whata night!

CLIVVY Yes! No! I’m difficult sometimes.

VAL You don’t trust me. You think I’m putting the hard word 
on you.

CLIVVY Val.

VAL Well, do you? Trust me?

CLIVVY Who mentioned trust?

VAL I did — do you? Trust me to see this foundry?

CLIVVY It’s not about trust —
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VAL Right. I am going to climb into your air-rid shelter now. I 
am going to pull the cover over me. And I am not coming 
out till you say you trust me.

CLIVVY Oh, Val, come on.

VAL Watch me walk over.

CLIVVY Val, don’t be silly.

VAL I have my foot on the first rung.

CLIVVY Val, stop it.

VAL I’m climbing down now.

CLIVVY I won’t be coerced. 

VAL Here I go — [disappearing]

CLIVVY You have to go back to the airfield.

VAL I’ll say I was led astray.

He pulls the iron roof over the shelter.

CLIVVY Don’t you dare. 

CLIVVY tries to wrestle the roof off. VAL’s head pops up 
like a jack-in-a-box. 

 This is cracked.

VAL Trust me?

CLIVVY You’re cracked.

VAL I’m cracked. Trust me?

CLIVVY You keep your manoeuvres in the sky where they belong. I 
will not be steered into anything. 

VAL If I’m not to be trusted you should be happy to see me 
locked up.
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CLIVVY I’ll flood you out, I’ll turn the hose on you and float you to the 
top if I have to.

VAL That’s illegal. Deliberate destruction of government property 
in time of war. It’s called sabotage.

CLIVVY Valentine Holt you come out of there this minute!

VAL Nope.

CLIVVY stamps/yells/waves her arms: she’s expressing pure 
furious frustration. 

 Clivvy? Are you composing? See? I’m an inspiration. Honey? 
Please. Just say you trust me. Or tell me if you don’t. 

CLIVVY I saw a girl today. A nice girl. She got sent home by Manpower. 
She’s got venereal disease. Another girl I know went to 
Townsville. They said she had a bun in the oven. My God — My 
grandmother told me about French Johnnies when I was five. 
Those women grabbed what they could, whatever way, whatever 
shape, whatever pain it cost coz they couldn’t see past right 
where they were that minute. Well I can. I aspire. I am difficult 
maybe I will not tumble into a bed or a baby or a marriage or a 
way of life just because I’m scared there’s nothing more coming. 

VAL You think I want you to? You think I want to be just the best 
offer around at the moment?

CLIVVY I hadn’t thought of it like that.

VAL Well think of it.

CLIVVY I’m sorry. You’d need to know what you were getting. In ’39 
the town took up a collection to send me overseas to study. 
A pretty famous school’d accepeted me. I thought I’d go for 
a concert pianist. You know — YAAAAA-DA-DA-DA-DA-
DAAAA-DA! Three years ago was an unlucky time for the 
world. They told me not to come. I could’ve killed Hitler 
with my bare hands, squeezed the breath out of him just like 
circumstance was squeezing me.
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VAL Honey —

CLIVVY  But it squeezed so pitiless it pushed me to a place I’d never 
been. I took a new shape. Something I’d always took for 
granted in the music came out of the underbrush. I’d kept 
playing when Mum said I had to work. I’d always written, 
see — composed. Just never thought to name it that. A 
naming is a powerful thing. Music’s a kind of living sky to 
me and I scrawl all the way across it. It’s not a question of 
trust — well, maybe it is. Will you take the spit with the 
shine? Are you willing to ride that wave as well and not 
curse a blue streak when I’m cranky? 

VAL YEEEEEEEEEEE-HAAAAAAAAAH! There’s the girl for a 
Confederate tail-gunner! There’s the queen of a rebel heart!

SIOBHAN Clivvy?

SIOBHAN appears at the back door. Light floods from the 
opening down the steps. CLIVVY moves into the light at 
the foot of them.

 Aw, Clivvy — I’m pregnant, love. Your father won’t be 
back. I’m just thankful for you and your Gran. Don’t know 
what I’d do without you. We’ll be alright. The four of us. 
Stuck together so far. Stuck together through thick and 
thin. Have to be careful with the money. I’ll work as long 
as I can. We’ll see. Don’t work too late, dear. 

She returns inside. Silence. CLIVVY is heading under the 
house where she begins to hammer the piano. The music is 
initially unstructured, torrential. Then she moulds it, pulls 
the melody out extends harmonies.

VAL That is a thing of wonder. Who’s the composer?

CLIVVY I am. [Still playing.] I am. 

VAL Oh boy. 
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Air raid siren blasts through the air.

CLIVVY Ohhhhhwhat now? It’s the siren. Isn’t it? I’ve never really 
heard it before. 

VAL runs over. They’re kissing. Quick and hard.

VAL I’m coming back. I’m coming back. I’m coming back. 

CLIVVY You better.

VAL leaves. The siren is still running. Sound of tommy 
gun fire.

 Val! No! 

Silence for a beat. Then the sound of a siren. SIOBHAN 
screams from inside the house. MAEVE and BEA run out 
down the steps. CLIVVY battling to get up them. 

CLIVVY Mum! It’s just the siren! Remember the last time!

MAEVE Where’s the food box?

BEA Cockie! Cockie! Cockie!

All speak together.

CLIVVY Bea, get the water bag. Gran, I’m supposed to get to the 
first aid station. 

SIOBHAN The tin box! The tin box! 

Lights go on and off all over the house. 

BEA Where’s Cockie?

SIOBHAN [out and very pregnant] Clivvy you can’t go now! You’ll fry! 

MAEVE [down the steps with food] Bea — the water bag?

She goes inside again.

CLIVVY I’m supposed to go now — what’re you doing?!
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BEA COCK-IEEEE!

MAEVE looks for the water bag.

CLIVVY What’re you doing? You’re supposed to turn the light lights 
off — it’s an air-raid!

WARDEN [off] Get those lights off up there!

CLIVVY Right! Sor-ry!

CLIVVY heads inside after SIOBHAN — The lights go off 
around the house and then back on in rotation. 

MAEVE I can’t recall where I put it.

CLIVVY Mum!

WARDEN Get them off!

SIOBHAN I can’t find the tin box, where’s the tin box gone?

BEA Cockie, where are you? 

CLIVVY Turn the light off!

One light goes off.

COCKIE Pieces of eight …

Another light goes off. 

SIOBHAN [outside] That box has got everything, it’s got our lives, the 
deeds, the certificates, everything…

MAEVE I don’t recall.

BEA Oh, Cockie …

All lights are off in the house.

CLIVVY [outside] HERE, HERE. Now I gotta go. 

MAEVE  The water bag, that’s it. 
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CLIVVY is helping SIOBHAN down the steps. 

SIOBHAN You can’t go now, you’ll be bombed, 

CLIVVY I gotta.

BEA and Cockie climb into the shelter. CLIVVY is trying to 
get SIOBHAN down there as well.

SIOBHAN No, no …

CLIVVY It’s my duty.

The sound of planes approaching. 

BEA It’s dark down here. 

SIOBHAN I won’t let you ride off to burn in the darkness. 

SIOBHAN is in the shelter but refusing to let go of CLIVVY. 
The all clear sounds; the planes are overhead. 

 They’re here —

BEA screams.

MAEVE Stop! Stop!

CLIVVY It’s the all clear, the all clear. They’re our planes going overhead. 

The planes recede. The siren stops. A beat or two of silence.

SIOBHAN Unnhh …

She doubles over in pain.

CLIVVY Mum?

SIOBHAN My waters’ve broken. 

Everyone goes off. 
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BIDDY appears wrapped in a towel. It is 1957. She swans 
down the steps, knickers in hand, and heads into the laundry 
to wash them as CLIVVY appears from under the house and 
moves tentatively over to the piano. BIDDY appears with the 
knickers. She goes to hang them in the laundry. Changes her 
mind. Looks at the knickers. Hangs them on a nail over the 
back door. CLIVVY watches this routine and finally picks 
out a phrase of music on the piano — a phrase of the music 
which came out of SIOBHAN’s wartime pregnancy which 
BIDDY excitedly steam-rollers through. 

BIDDY Cliv! — I’ve got my friend to visit. Mrs Gallagher says it’s 
a great thing but it’s gonna hurt — but it won’t hurt that 
much, will it?

CLIVVY No.

BIDDY I don’t like the nappy you gotta wear.

CLIVVY You wait till they fit you for a brassiere. 

BIDDY Aw, Cliv …

CLIVVY Well you don’t get the one without the other, Bid. Have you 
looked at yourself in the mirror lately?

BIDDY Am I a riotous, unnatural woman now?

CLIVVY What?

BIDDY I almost knocked Dad over on the bike — y’know — just 
after I got my period. Wasn’t looking where I was going. 
Anyway, he was mad as a cut snake. He said all women 
were riotous and unnatural, but especially the Clares. And 
what could he expect when their grandmother couldn’t 
even die quiet in her bed like every other old woman but 
had a man toiling out in the midday sun looking for her 
when he should bloody know better.
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CLIVVY That sounds about right. In fact, that rings true as a bell, 
that does.

BIDDY So am I?

CLIVVY A riotous, unnatural woman?

BIDDY Yes.

CLIVVY Do you know who Venus was?

BIDDY Aw — no.

CLIVVY She was born of the foam of the sea and wedded to the 
Lord of Fire. He was a blacksmith to the gods and tried 
to shape her to his liking just as he’d fashion metal on his 
anvil — but she wasn’t having bar of it. And every battle 
royal that they fought, every sulk as slanging match and 
scrap they caused between the other gods, every grinning 
victory and each sour defeat — simply served to make 
her more and more herself Venus, born of foam and 
clarified by fire, riotous and unnatural forever, goddess of 
love and women and dawn. Hail the dawn. Hail you, Bid. 
Hail the day. 

BEA enters, carrying the empty COCKIE cage. SIOBHAN 
comes out from the house.

BIDDY Bea?

SIOBHAN Bea dear?

BEA I spotted Cockie outside the Civic Club. I chased him for 
miles. Way down past Cabey’s Crossing. Then Clem Ander 
started chasing him as well. Throwing stones at branches 
so’s he didn’t settle in the tree-tops. Careful not to throw 
too close. But Cockie panicked. Know where he flew, he 
flew straight in the mouth of Gran’s favourite mine. Silly 
bird silly duffer. I tried to go after him but I couldn’t walk 
into the dark. You could hear him, hear his body hit the 
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walls. He use to be such clever bird. Picked up words so 
easy … Don’t know why he didn’t walk toward the light. 
Suppose a bird looks for the sky. Suppose you can’t see the 
sky from in there. Mr Ander went in after him. It seemed 
they were in there forever. Him and the bird. Then it went 
quiet, it went quiet for a long time. It was so quiet and I 
was so still in the sun a lizard walked quite calmly past me. 
I could’ve stood on it. 

SIOBHAN Bea dear.

CLEM ANDER enters, carrying the cockatoo’s body.

BEA Clem came out. He had the body of a bird in his hand.

CLEM stops.

BEA But it didn’t look like Cockie. It was all limp and bloodied 
up. I didn’t want it. He said it’d beat itself to death on the 
walls. Cockie’s gone. Down Gran’s old mine. He followed 
Gran. But not out the other side. I’ll just put his cage up 
here — I’ll just leave the door open, just in case …

CLEM Miss Clare? I brought your bird, Miss Clare. 

BEA That’s the tin bath. The white’s were in the tin bath. It’s got 
water in it. 

BIDDY I sat in it. 

BEA You’re wearing a towel. 

BIDDY I got wet.

BEA It’s a pretty colour.

CLEM Bea? Miss?

BEA That water looks red. Why was Biddy sitting in it?

BIDDY I’ve started — ah — y’know — started
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BEA Started what?

BIDDY I’ve got my friend to visit.

BEA We can’t possibly leave that there for all the world and his 
dogs to sniff out.

CLEM Bea. Miss. Your bird, Miss. It was a prime ’un by the look 
of it. Deep chest, Thick plumage on him. Good talker, eh? 
Eh? Miss? Bea? I like birds. We got a pair of finches. Sweet 
singers, they are. But they can’t talk. I been thinking I’d like 
a galah or a cockie, maybe. Bitta noise about the place. He 
was a good talker, eh? Shall I just put him here. On this 
step here. And we’ll dig him a grave, eh? A place to rest. 
Shall I do that, eh?

BEA Yes.

CLEM detaches the steel from his butcher’s belt. 

 Peace is in the grave. 

CLEM I think we’ve all had the grave on our minds today, Bea dear.

BEA Shelley.

CLEM Alright — Shelley dear. If that’s what you’d like.

BEA Shelley wrote it. Peace is in the grave. The grave hides all 
things beautiful and true.

CLEM She was a sad lady, that Shelley. Where shall I dig?

BEA picks up the bird and brings CLEM by the arm.

BEA There. Shelley was a man.

CLEM Funny name for a bloke.

BEA He was English.
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CLEM Oh. O — I shall soon be laid in the quiet grave. Thank God 
for the quiet grave — O — for this quiet — it will be my first.

BEA That’s Keats. 

CLEM Is it now?

BEA There’s a breeze. Catch the breeze, why don’t you; let it lift 
the hair off your face.

SIOBHAN My father had a quiet grave. He was a gentle man. Mum 
was always the leader, the wheeler in the marriage. Some of 
the other children said he was hen-pecked. I was ashamed 
of her. I never thought about what drew them together. 
You don’t when you’re a kid. One night there was a knock 
on the door. My father’d took a fall. Mum drove four hours 
out to him. The men didn’t want to try and move him on 
horseback, see. She tried to send me to stay with one of the 
other women but I wouldn’t go. I screamed and screamed. 
So I went in the back of the dray. It was a bright moon that 
night. And windless. The spear grass was rimmed in silver. 
When we got there my father was lying on the ground with 
a blanket over him and a bandage on his head. My mother 
took the blanket off and ran her hands down his body very 
softly. Then she took the bandage off, There was a funny 
dent in the side of his skull, near the back. The size of a two 
bob piece. She had blood on her fingers when she took her 
hand away. She moved him twice. Edged his body round 
to face a bit more westward. I didn’t understand what was 
happening. She told me to move him would surely kill him. 
So I said why was she moving him then? And she answered 
that my father wanted to watch the Cross. He wanted to 
see the Cross roll over. So she moved him whenever he lost 
sight of it and lay back down and held his hand. She said he 
was a man to dream all his life so he should dream to death 
as well. Did you help your grandmother die last night?
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 I’m not a fool. I wasn’t born from one and I don’t think I bred 
any either. I been angry with Mum for her craziness. I been 
angry with her for being so strong. Mostly, though, I been 
angry and fearful that she might leave, leave me on my own. 
I don’t want to be left on my own, Clivvy. But wanting a thing 
don’t make it right. And fearing a thing may mean it’s timely. 
Funny when you realize something sudden. Like the sound 
of a bell on still air. Did you help her die?

CLIVVY assents. 

SIOBHAN Were you there when she died? 

CLIVVY I helped her out of bed and down the steps. Took her to the 
corner. There. I thought I’d break her, as thin as she’d got. 
She took a long time to catch her breath against the stump. 
She had to drag the air in little bits at a time. Then I realized 
she was — speaking. I heard her. She smiled and said ‘Don’t 
tell your mother, now.’ like when I was a little girl. 

SIOBHAN  What time are you leaving in the morning? 

CLIVVY Four.

SIOBHAN I’ll be up. I’ll be up. Biddy? Go put the kettle on. And get 
out of that towel. I mean put some clothes on. What on 
earth Mr Ander must think. I just — I just thank goodness 
he’s sisters’ve of his own. 

CLEM There’s a hole here already, y’know. A big un by the looks 
of it. Yep. It’s deep. 

CLIVVY It’s the air-raid shelter.

BIDDY Was I born down there? Can I have a look?

SIOBHAN Biddy! Dress!

BIDDY Aw —

Up the stairs, lickety-split. 
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SIOBHAN Well open it up, Clem. Whataday, what a day.

CLEM Watch yourselves — could be snakes.

BEA They’ll be pretty thin snakes.

CLEM Got it!

 He jumps into the hole.

SIOBHAN Oh talk about yesterday’s socks!

BIDDY flies back out.

BIDDY Here let me! Budge over, Mr Ander!

BIDDY gets down into the hold and she and CLEM start to 
hand objects up.

SIOBHAN Biddy — language, Don’t be so rude …

BIDDY Sorry Mister Ander …

SIOBHAN Good gracious me, tinned meat. I wonder if it’s gone off. 
Never say no to stores in the cupboard.

BEA My story book!

BIDDY What’s that, Mr. A?

CLEM  Lid of something — a box?

BIDDY A box, you say?

CLEM disappears into the hole. Doesn’t reappear. BIDDY 
pulls up the old tin box. 

BIDDY, SIOBHAN and BEA speak together.

BIDDY What tin box? 

SIOBHAN Clivvy!

BEA You went mad hunting for that.
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SIOBHAN Clivvy, look. I’ve forgotten we what we had in it.

BIDDY [working the catch] What? What? Open, willya? Eureka!

SIOBHAN Oh my …

BIDDY Butcher’s bills.

SIOBHAN Oh it’s the coupons — I thought Paddy took them.

BIDDY What’s make do and mend?

BEA My birth certificate …

SIOBHAN Clivvy! Come and see! 

BEA It’s gone green …

SIOBHAN Never mind. It’s just a bit of paper. It’s served it’s purpose.

BIDDY is still handing things up including a teapot, 
SIOBHANS’s sewing, a lamp, the first aid box. 

BIDDY Look at all this! 

SIOBHAN [of teapot] How did that get there?

BIDDY and BEA speak together.

BIDDY [with leash] Did we ever have dogs? Jeez, d’ya think it fell in 
and died down there?

BEA Clivvy! Clivvy! It’s Gran’s prospecting lease! It’s her ticket as a 
miner!

FLAPPER, the DELIVERY MAN and VAL climb, one by one, 
from the old shelter and depart. CLIVVY watches. MAEVE 
appears, bathed in bright starlight. Unseen by all except CLIVVY. 
MAEVE crosses to her chair. Sits. Stands. Sits, stands, sits, stands.

CLIVVY laughs.

MAEVE Goodbye, girl. 
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MAEVE goes. The music of the ‘Southern Sky’ is heard, the 
kind of music CLIVVY may compose in the future — akin 
to Mahler’s Tenth symphony (the Adagio). It begins quite 
gently. CLIVVY pulls the piano into the yard, piling on top of 
it the tea chests and luggage. She builds a tower out of them. 
The objects from the shelter become part of this as well. 

CLIVVY Over here — help me move this — bring it all over here. 
Build a tower out of it. Stack it high. High as it’ll go.

CLIVVY starts to climb the tower.

SIOBHAN What’re you doing? 

CLIVVY Looking for Sputnik!

BIDDY I’m coming too!

CLIVVY Climbing to the top of life as I knew it and getting a better 
view of the stars.

SIOBHAN Biddy, be careful. That’s part of the vacuum. 

BEA Can you see to China?

CLIVVY All the way. Is that it? 

BIDDY Where?

BEA Where?

CLIVVY Naaaa … It’s a plane coming in. Over the Ranges. There’s a 
whole host of stars, Look at the stars.

BIDDY What’s the time? 

BEA It must be due anytime now. 

CLIVVY Godly, stars are. That’s what they are. Godly. Orion and 
Lyra; the Swan. That’s Alcestes. And the Cross there’s the 
Cross … The Moon. Over the horizon.

BIDDY That’s the next stop. 
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The music transforms into something with a larger, stiller 
centre. It is majestic and gracious, with both sorrow and 
humour. MAEVE appears on the roof of the house. 

MAEVE That’s Maeve up there, Queen of the Night, decked out in 
stars like diamonds.  

BEA Queen Mab riding the sky and throwing down dreams to 
the sleeping.

CLIVVY Over there! 

SIOBHAN Where?

MAEVE Look up. 

The final motif, pure and sweet, enters the music. 

CLIVVY See it moving.

BEA Yes.

CLIVVY Listen.

SIOBHAN Where?

BIDDY There, Mum, there.

CLIVVY Do you hear it?

BEA No, but you do.

MAEVE Fills you up with dreams.

BEA And you’ll tell me.

BIDDY I hear it.

CLIVVY Do you?

BIDDY It sounds of the music.

CLIVVY The sound of the Southern Sky.
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MAEVE Fills you up with an eye for the future.

CLIVVY That’s an eye, Sputnik is, searching out the heavens. And a 
hand — a hand extended. And a leap of faith. And a sweet 
call in the dark. 

MAEVE Would you look at that; that noble, golden thing —

CLIVVY That’s the stuff, eh Gran? That’s the stuff. 

Sputnik passes directly overhead. It is a breathtaking 
moment. MAEVE disappears from the roof, then 
PATRICK arrives in the yard. 

PATRICK She’s been found.

He shakes his head, indicating that she’s dead.

SIOBHAN Did she say anything?

Pause.

PATRICK She said — She said to say goodbye. And that she’d always 
love you and that she’d write if she could. 

SIOBHAN starts to climb the steps. Stops.

SIOBHAN Goodnight, Pat.

She goes into the house. BEA starts to move after her. 
PATRICK puts a hand on her arm. 

BEA Cockie died, you know. I always liked the way you wore 
your hat.

BEA goes inside. BIDDY gathers up the tin box and other 
things from the shelter, smiles at PATRICK, then goes into 
the house. PATRICK looks to CLIVVY, nods, and leaves 
the yard. CLIVVY is alone. She is still, assured. 

CLIVVY That’s better. Now I can see. 

The End
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